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Final preparations
Josh Glasser (right), a junior foreign language major, writes notes for his English class,
while J.P. Giorgi, a sophomore physical therapy major, studies for final exams Tuesday
afternoon outside of Taylor Hall.
A sobering thought
Alcohol-free by 2000 is the plan
for two Eastern fraternity houses
By ROB STROUD
City editor
The national headquarters’ of Phi Delta
Theta and Sigma Nu are planning on
making their chapter houses, including
Eastern’s, alcohol free by the year 2000.
Nathan Thomas, a member of Phi Delta
Theta, and Matt Lombardi, Sigma Nu
president, said one reason both their
general headquarters decided to make
their chapter houses alcohol-free was
because of insurance reasons.
“Over the last 20 years insurance rates
for fraternities have shot through the
roof,” Thomas said. 
The general headquarters’ believe not
having alcohol in their fraternity houses
will lower their liability risks.
Thomas and Lombardi said the decision
was also made in an effort to distance
fraternities from the alcohol related image
they have often had in the past.
“It is a general attempt by the general
council to improve the image fraternities
have been labeled with,” Matt Frazier, a
member of Phi Delta Theta, said.
Lombardi said the decision of Sigma
Nu’s national headquarters to be alcohol-
free was not connected with Phi Delta
Theta’s decision.
Kelly Miller,  assistant director of
housing at Eastern, said members of the
Interfraternity Council at Eastern can
currently have beer and wine in their
private rooms if they are over 21 years of
age.
Thomas said Phi Delta Theta will still
have functions involving alcohol but these
will be held in licensed establishments off
campus.
“We’ve been given a three year plan to
phase alcohol out of our houses,” Lom-
bardi said. 
Sigma Nu will start having more non-
alcoholic functions and begin educating
its new members about the alcohol-free
policy.
Thomas said the decision to go alcohol
free is part of a growing national trend
within the greek system. He said Phi Delta
Theta was taking a “proactive” measure
by making their chapter houses alcohol
free.
The national headquarters’ for the greek
community at Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale has taken similar actions.
Jamie Kelley, SIU Inter-Greek Council
secretary, said all of the chapter houses at
SIU are going alcohol-free in three years
as part of a pilot program called “Select
2000.”
Kelley said four other greek com-
munities across the country are involved
in this program.
“Substance free housing is the main
focus,” Kelley said. 
However, Kelley said “Select 2000”
also has the goal of improving the grade
point averages for the greek community
and getting fraternities and sororities more
involved in the local community.
Kelley said the greek community at
Carbondale is trying to get back to the
original reason why it was established and
distance its self from its partying image.
Frazier said Phi Delta Theta is also
trying to focus more on its founding
principles of “friendship, sound learning
and moral rectitude” by having the
alcohol free policy.
“Getting back to our founding
principles is what the greek system needs
to do to survive,” Thomas said.
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
Bicycles are a hot item
on campus this year, in
more ways than one.
This semester,  The
Daily Eastern News has
reported that approxi-
mately 10 bikes have been
stolen. The majority of
these bikes have been
stolen from the area
around Lantz Gymnasium.
In 1995, there were 51
bikes reported stolen to
campus police. In 1996, 48
bikes were reported stolen
and 17 were recovered,
according to police re-
ports.
“They take them some-
where and sell  them –
probably for one-third of
what they are worth,” said
Crime Prevention Officer
Mike Ealy. “They don’t
turn back up here.”
Brock Hendricks, 1213
Arthur, reported his $411
GT Telera Ice Titanium
mountain bike was stolen
from the side of Lantz
Gymnasium.
“I heard that someone
on campus had a key to
the u-lock, so I bought a
different type of lock up
here,” he said. 
Hendricks said the thief
cut the lock, which was
wrapped around the frame
and wheel of the bike and
the bike rack, and took it
with him or her.
“I was surprised, it was
the most noticeable lock –
it seems that if someone
would have stolen it or cut
i t  someone would have
noticed,” he said.
Ealy said there are two
possible scenarios which
would explain how the
thieves are taking the
bicycles.  Ealy said the
thieves may be freezing
the locks and shattering
them or maybe they have
devised some kind of mas-
ter key to fit the locks.
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
Approximately 1,870 students are
scheduled to graduate May 10 at the 9 a.m.,
1 p.m. and 5 p.m. ceremonies.
The 9 a.m. ceremony is for Graduate
School students and the College of Arts
and Humanities. The 1 p.m. ceremony is
for the College of Education and
Professional Studies and Lumpkin College
of Business and Applied Sciences. The 5
p.m. ceremony is for the College of
Sciences and the School of Adult and
Continuing Education and Board of
Governors Bachelor’s of Arts degree, said
Mark Haines, director of special
events/commencement.
The ceremonies will be held in the
Booth Library Quad with set up for the
event beginning on Monday or Tuesday,
Haines said. 
“If it is outside you can bring any
number of guests, if it rains pick your
seven best friends,” Haines said.
The departments rotate ceremonies from
one year to the next with the exception of
the Graduate School and the education
department.
Extra tickets for the ceremonies may be
available, Haines said. 
“We will tabulate some figures to give
us a good idea of how many extra tickets,
if any, we will have,” Haines said.
The commencement office opens at 8
a.m. and students may check there Tuesday
to see if there will be any extra tickets
available. The 5 p.m. ceremony will be
easiest to get extra tickets for, Haines said.
Graduates can pick up their cap and
gown from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on May 8 and
9 in the Effingham Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
1,870 students slated
to graduate next month
Bicycle thieves out in force
See GRADUATION page 2
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Rejoice
The University Mixed Chorus and Wesley United Methodist Church Choir, directed by
Robert L. Hills, join to perform Tuesday evening in the Dvorak Concert Hall in the
Doudna Fine Arts Building.  The Chorus and the Concert Choir presented its final choral
concert of the year. See BIKES page 2
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CHICAGO (AP) – Mike Royko, the
Pulitzer Prize-winning newspaper colum-
nist whose biting sarcasm and empathy for
the common man captured the gritty
essence of Chicago for more than three
decades, died Tuesday. He was 64.
The Chicago Tribune announced Roy-
ko’s death on its World Wide Web site.
Royko, whose Chicago Tribune column
was syndicated to more than 200 newspa-
pers nationwide, underwent surgery last
week for an aneurysm, a rupture or weak-
ening of a blood vessel.
He had suffered a stroke in early April
while vacationing in Florida and had been
hospitalized there.
Royko’s column was a cornerstone of
the daily newspaper for generations of
Chicago readers, first in the now-defunct
Chicago Daily News,  later with the
Chicago Sun-Times and since 1984 with
the Tribune. For most of his career he
wrote five days a week.
“I think Mike Royko brought a great
deal to his readers, both in humor and in
skepticism and in spotting phonies,’’ said
longtime Chicago columnist Irv Kupcinet
of the Sun-Times. “He expressed his mind
without fear and did so no matter who he
crossed and who he hurt.’’
He gained stature as a critic of the late
Mayor Richard J. Daley at a time when
most prominent Chicagoans treated Daley
with cautious respect. Royko’s 1971 biog-
raphy, “Boss: Richard J. Daley of Chi-
cago,’’ portrayed Daley as a shrewd, auto-
cratic politician who tolerated racism and
corruption.
In typical tongue-in-cheek fashion,
Royko suggested the city’s motto of “Urbs
In Horto’’ – city in a garden – should be
changed to “Ubi Est Mea’’ – where’s
mine? The book so infuriated the Daley
family that the mayor’s wife persuaded a
grocery-store chain to remove the book
from its stores.
But Royko tempered his political com-
mentary with wry observations on news,
social trends, his beloved Chicago Cubs
and the foibles of everyday life. Many were
presented in imagined conversations with
Slats Grobnik, Royko’s fictitious blue-col-
lar alter ego from the Polish neighborhood
where Royko grew up.
Known for his gruff, often sarcastic tone,
Royko’s scorn could be withering.
In 1992, a woman called him to com-
plain. She had found a 2,000-year-old
Roman coin on the floor in her bank and
returned it.
To her dismay, she was not offered a
reward.
“If you don’t at least try to return it,
you’re a thief,’’ Royko wrote. “So should
we hold parades for people because they
aren’t thieves?’’ He had no use for yuppies,
as a column on buying practical gifts for
spouses made clear: “Many men love tools.
Even those who don’t know how to use
them. I know one yuppie male who was
thrilled when he got a set of screwdrivers.
He said: `Oh, these will be perfect for pry-
ing open shellfish.’’’
When Tampa, Fla., tried to lure the
White Sox away from Chicago in 1988, he
urged city baseball fans to send their dirty
socks to Florida officials. In return, Royko
received citrus seeds from Florida fans.
But others didn’t take the jibes so lightly,
and in later years some readers wondered
whether Royko was going too far. 
Royko is survived by his wife, Judy, a 9-
year-old son, Sam, and 4-year-old daugh-
ter, Kate, as well as two sons from his first
marriage, David and Robert, and four
grandchildren. His first wife, childhood
sweetheart Carol Duckman, died in 1979.
Funeral arrangements were incomplete.
Newspaper columnist Royko dead at 64
Haines said graduates should dress appropriate-
ly under their gown according to the weather of
the day. 
Chappell Studio, in Fairfield, Iowa, will be tak-
ing pictures of the graduates as they cross the
stage and after they receive their diploma. 
“That company would have sent them informa-
tion about how they will work it out,” Haines
said.
Fifty-one students will graduate suma cum
laude, or with an overall grade point average of
3.9 to 4.0.  Forty-two will graduate magna cum
laude, with a GPA of 3.8 to 3.89 and 59 will grad-
uate cum laude with a GPA or 3.65 to 3.79.
At the 9 a.m. event, Nate Anderson, secretary
of the Board of Trustees, will give the commence-
ment address, at 1 p.m. Susan Gilpin, the new
BOT chair, will speak and at the 5 p.m. ceremony
Keith Branson, a member of the BOT, will give
the address.
Robert E. Saltmarch, professor for Educational
Physchology and Guidance, representing the
Graduate School, will be the faculty marshal at
the 9 a.m. ceremony. 
At the afternoon ceremony, Ed W. Brankey,
professor of management marketing, representing
Lumpkin College of Business and Applied
Sciences, will be the faculty marshal, and at the
evening service Jacinto C. Martinez, professor of
zoology, will be the faculty marshal representing
the College of Science.
A new feature to this year’s ceremony will be
Eastern’s ROTC Panther Battalion, which will
present and post the colors. 
Haines said it gives the ROTC exposure, gets
them involved and adds to the pomp and circum-
stance of the event.
The national anthem will be sung in the morn-
ing by Keisha Walter and by Lacey Hawley in the
afternoon and evening ceremonies.
At the ceremonies, five Livingston C. Lord
scholars will be presented. Three of the awards
are for students enrolled in teacher preparation
curricula and two go to students in any curricula
in the university, Haines said.
“The awards are presented annually to juniors
and seniors who show promise of outstanding
success in their chosen fields,” Haines said.
This year’s recipients include: Laura Harm,
from Centralia, Dan East, from Moline, Stephanie
Kirby, from Champaign, Jessica Klimek, from
Marion, and Heather Phillips, from Wheeling.
GRADUATION from page one
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, Md. (AP) – A drill
instructor was convicted Tuesday of raping six women
trainees in the most serious case yet to come out of the sex
scandal that has rocked the Army.
Staff Sgt. Delmar G. Simpson, 32, could get life in
prison for his conviction on 18 of 19 rape counts.
The 6-foot-4 soldier stood at attention facing the judge
as the verdicts were read in rapid-fire succession by the
head of the military jury.
Prosecutors said Simpson raped the women while he
was a drill sergeant at Aberdeen in 1995 and 1996, mostly
by intimidating them with his size, his superior rank and
implied threats of harm or punishment. One trainee said
Simpson threatened to kill her if she told about having sex
with him.
The jury of three white men, two black men and one
white woman, all of superior rank, will decide Simpson’s
sentence after hearing additional testimony, perhaps not
until next week.
Simpson already has pleaded guilty to having consensu-
al sex with 11 trainees, including five of the rape victims.
He could get up to 32 years in prison on those charges and
five sexual-harassment offenses he admitted.
Women’s advocates had said the court-martial would
show if the Army is serious about dealing with sexual mis-
conduct.
The Pentagon said it would have no comment on the
case until the appeals are completed.
Simpson, a father of two whose wife is stationed at an
Army post in Virginia, was at the center of the most politi-
cally and racially charged case to emerge from a sex scan-
dal that Army Secretary Togo D. West Jr. called “the worst
we’ve seen.’’ The scandal has exposed the complexities of
integrating women into the military and renewed debate
over the issue.
Since the scandal broke in November, the Army has
fielded more than 1,200 sexual misconduct complaints and
opened more than 300 criminal investigations at U.S.
installations around the world.
Twelve soldiers were charged at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, where the investigation revealed a breakdown in
discipline that led to regular sex between instructors and
trainees.
One of Simpson’s accusers testified that he and another
sergeant were rumored to be in competition over who
could have sex with more trainees. Sex was so common
there were even code words for it: Sergeants sleeping with
trainees were “in the game.’’
Drill instructor convicted of raping six women trainees
“Nobody knows how they are
doing it,” Ealy said. “They don’t
leave any evidence behind.”
Drew Blickensderfer, a sales-
man at  Bike and Hike,  217
Lincoln Ave., said they recom-
mend Kryptonite locks because
they have a guaranteed warranty
program to replace the bike if it
is stolen in the first year while it
is locked correctly. Kryptonite
will replace bikes up to $1,000,
he said.
“Every bike that goes out we
recommend a Kryptonite lock,
and we recommend they send
their warranty information in so
that if the bike is stolen they can
get money back,” he said. 
“Kryptonite is the toughest
one to break into,” he said, “It
would take something like a car
jack to break the lock.” 
Ealy said 90 percent of the
bikes stolen on this campus
were locked with Kryptonite
locks.
Blickensderfer said that the
salespeople also mention that
students can register their bikes
with campus police. This is a
free service offered by campus
police which allows them to
take down the serial number,
make and model of the bike for
identification purposes.
To protect a bike from being
taken, Blickensderfer said, “stu-
dents should take them in at
night, only lock them up for
short periods.”
BIKES from page one
Kryptonite is the
toughest (lock) to
break into. It would take
something like a car jack
to break the lock.” 
– Drew Blickensderfer
Bike and Hike
salesman
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By BOB MOSCHEL
Staff writer
The slight changes on Eastern’s
campus may go almost unnoticed,
but as the school approaches a new
millennium, students can look back
and see a plethora of changes to
buildings and halls on campus that
have taken place over the years.
Buzzard Hall, formerly Buzzard
Building, which housed audio-
visual centers, portions of home
economics, the school of educa-
tion, the journalism department,
student publications and television
and radio centers, is nearing the
end of its construction. 
“Whenever there is a change in
building curriculum, a name
change recommendation is com-
monly made,” said Terry Weidner,
Vice President for Academic
Affairs. 
“A suggestion was made by the
Board of Trustees to change the
name of Buzzard Hall, so a ques-
tionnaire was given out,” Weidner
said.
The written responses of 147
students and faculty showed an
overwhelming majority in favor of
keeping the name of Buzzard, but
also to add a sense of style to the
building’s new look.
The building’s name change is
so subtle that it may go unnoticed.
However, the new name, Buzzard
Hall, was not the first name given
to the structure.
The building began at Eastern as
the New Training School Building
in 1958.
This was the name given before
the renaming in honor of Eastern’s
second president, Robert G.
Buzzard, in 1974. It was then
called the Buzzard Laboratory
School.
Just across from the New
Training School Building was the
University Union.
Perhaps the second newest
change in building name was the
transformation from the University
Union to the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union in 1957. 
The first building on campus to
change names was Old Main.
The building was formerly the
Livingston C. Lord Building, in
dedication to Eastern’s first presi-
dent, when the school was known
as Eastern Illinois State Normal
School.
O’Brien Stadium was originally
named Lincoln Field Stadium,
until dedicated to Maynard “Pat”
O’Brien in 1970 for his service to
Eastern’s sports.
The Biological Science Building
was originally the Physical Science
Building and the Student Services
Building was originally the
Practical Arts Building, for indus-
trial arts.
Before McAfee Gymnasium
was dedicated to Dr. Florence
McAfee, head of the women’s
physical education department
from 1935-1962, it was called
Lantz Gymnasium; before that it
was the Health Education
Building.
By ROB STROUD
City editor
The Community Center Steering Committee has
almost completed collecting information about
Charleston’s interest in a community center and is
now considering ways to raise funds for the project.
Steering Committee Chairman Jack Rardin said
the committee is now planning on developing a
board to legally pursue the funding and development
of a community center.
“A steering committee cannot legally raise funds,”
Rardin said.
A board could make the financial decisions the
steering committee can’t, Rardin said.
Rardin said the steering committee will hear a pre-
sentation at their meeting Wednesday from Char-
leston attorney Woody Kramer on how a fund-raising
foundation and an operating board can be formed 
Funds for the development and maintenance of a
community center could come from three sources:
grants, local donations or a referendum. Rardin said
the steering committee did not want to raise city
taxes to create the center.
“At this point we’re not seeing it as being funded
by tax money,” Rardin said. 
Other cities have spent up to 50 percent of the
funds they have collected for a community center on
operating costs, Rardin said.
“Any plans will have to include the operating
funds as well,” Rardin said.
Steering Committee member Susan Meacham said
the location for a community center must be based
on the size of the center being built, its potential for
expansion and its accessibility.
“We would like to have it located so it is accessi-
ble to all people in Charleston,” she said.
Meacham said current estimates say the communi-
ty center may need 7 to 12 acres of land and 52,000
square feet of building space, but said these estimates
are not final.
“That is flexible depending on what is included
and what is not included,” Meacham said. 
It is possible a core building could be built and
expanded as space is needed and funds are available,
Meacham said.
Meacham said the steering committee has not esti-
mated the cost of building a community center yet.
The steering committee looked at a community cen-
ter in Centralia as an example and it cost $100 a foot
for 15,000 square feet, Meacham said.
Until now, Meacham said the committee was con-
centrating on finding out how Charleston residents
feel about a community center and what they would
want it to offer. 
“Our basic mission has been public awareness,”
Meacham said.
The steering committee has given surveys to indi-
viduals and groups in Charleston.
“Almost everyone has been in favor of it,” Rardin
said.
Meacham said Charleston residents have suggest-
ed using the community center for recreational pur-
poses and meeting rooms.
Buzzard not first name for hall
Planning underway for new
Charleston Community Center SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
Stressed out?
Alden Lowery, a staff writer from The Champaign News-Gazette, talks
to 20 students Tuesday night in the Shelbyville Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. Lowery discussed how minority
reporters are facing stress in the newsroom. The event was sponsored
by Eastern’s chapter of the National Association of Black Journalists.
NEW YORK (AP) – An experimental AIDS vaccine made from
HIV genes has protected chimpanzees for more than a year, raising
doctors’ hopes the approach will work in humans.
Two chimps got the vaccine and then a stiff dose of HIV – 250
times the amount needed for infection. It’s the first time that a so-
called DNA vaccine has squared off against HIV in chimps.
“We’re encouraged but cautious,’’ said David B. Weiner, senior
author of the study.
Preliminary tests in people have begun already to look for side
effects and see how the vaccine affects the body’s defenses against
disease. No results are available yet.
Weiner is an associate professor of pathology and laboratory
medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. He reported the work in
the May issue of the journal Nature Medicine with colleagues there
and elsewhere, including Apollon Inc. of Malvern, Pa.
The work is “another step toward developing new concepts for vac-
cines,’’ said Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases. “But the success with regard to pro-
tection is not any more or less than several other concepts that we’ve
seen in the chimp.’’ 
New AIDS vaccine protects
chimps from HIV for 1 year
The Daily Eastern News
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“Hurry up please it’s time.
–T. S. Eliot
today’s quote
Eastern gives good education for price paid
Now that the spring concert is over, the
University Board can sit back and relax. But not
for long.
While the UB waited until March to announce
the lineup of last weekend’s Collective Soul con-
cert, it has already dropped names like Aretha
Franklin for Family Weekend in October and Bill
Cosby for 1998’s Family Weekend.
The UB needs to take
its own hint while prepar-
ing for next year’s spring
concert: Start early.
Of course, the spring
concert cannot successfully be planned two years
ahead of time – today’s cutting-edge college
band tends to become next year’s ridiculed sell-
out. But still, when announcing the bands, the
UB needs to give the students more than a matter
of weeks.
The UB should begin circulating its music-
interest surveys early in the fall semester so it
can begin working with several bands’ spring
tour schedules as early as possible. In planning
for the Collective Soul show, the UB remained at
least partly in the survey stage as late as eight
weeks before the April 25 concert date.
Time is a prime factor for concert booking –
the more time the UB has, the greater number of
band choices it has.
If the UB offers a choice of bands it can actu-
ally book for the spring concert, follow-up sur-
veys can be used to pick the best band. A sold-
out Lantz Gymnasium and fewer number com-
plaints about the UB’s final choice could result.
As far as Collective Soul being a good choice,
the only sure way to gauge it would be the num-
ber 2,484 – that’s how many concert tickets the
UB sold. And although the campus still awaits
the breakdown of how many Eastern students
went, there was a significant number of high
school and junior high-aged students in atten-
dance to see a “college band.” 
While the spring concert should not be a stu-
dent-only event, the UB should prioritize Eastern
students when looking for next year’s band.
Starting early will get opinions circulating
about a substantial list of potential bands, and the
UB will offer the best possible spring concert
within the restrictions of its booking dates and its
budget.
Editorial
Dear editor:
I am writing in response to the letter
written by Grant Murphy on April 22.
As I was reading Mr. Murphy’s letter, I
was thinking to myself, “What kind of
sick person could write something like
this?” To enlighten those who may
have missed out on this disgraceful let-
ter, Mr. Murphy was basically praising
Timothy McVeigh for following
through with his “American Dream”
by “rebelling against an unfit govern-
ment.”
Mr. Murphy, you obviously have
been misinformed at some point in
your life. Last time I checked, the
American Dream did not include blow-
ing up a building and killing innocent
people because you don’t like the gov-
ernment. There is no perfect govern-
ment. If you don’t like our govern-
ment, MOVE TO ANOTHER COUN-
TRY! Communism looks like a pretty
fun form of government to live under.
Mr. Murphy, you also wrote, “As for
their children, I wish I could have
more sympathy.” That is absolutely
disgusting that you could have such lit-
tle regard for human life, especially for
the lives of little children. These chil-
dren never hurt anybody. What do they
have to do with the government? I
hope that you never have to go through
the experience of losing a child.
Perhaps some crazed lunatics will
decide that they don’t like people who
majored in English in college and will
decide to senselessly murder your chil-
dren. (You indicated that you are an
English major.)
I have read many letters to the editor
that have been disturbing. However,
the last time that I was this appalled
was when Mr. Greg Pipkin praised O.J.
for murdering two innocent people.
You guys should really go bowling. I
think you could be great friends.
Melissa Levy
senior special education major
Dear editor:
In response to the articles complain-
ing about the lack of culture and
“things to do” in Charleston, I would
like to point out that any situation is
what you make of it. Yes, you could
say that Charleston is dull; however,
the fact remains that you are stuck
here, so quit griping and do what you
can to make it a little less painful.
There are other options besides
drinking. And many of you have
nobody to blame but yourselves
because you chose to come here and
you didn’t bother to check out
Charleston on the map before you
came.
Regarding the culture, if you look
closely, you’ll see the majority of the
uncultured individuals (racist, sexist,
homophobic) are not found uptown but
in our own classrooms. No need to
blame the locals; the students ruin the
city.
There are plenty of advantages to
small towns; they are quiet, relaxing,
less tense and relatively friendly. In
fact, I found that Charleston was quite
a peaceful and attractive city when the
masses of bellyaching students were
away for spring break.
And while we’re on the topic, I
might add that this campus is boiling
over with “adolescents” who are bitter
that their mommies and daddies have
deserted them here. They have no
motivation (hence the apathy of the
campus), so they mimic what they see.
Everyone else drinks, so they drink.
Everyone else has sex, so they have
sex. And what results is a lack of origi-
nality, creativity and open-mindedness
that would alleviate much of the bore-
dom everyone seems to be experienc-
ing.
Jeff Murray
junior French major
your turnKilling innocent people,
bombing is not part
of the American Dream
Charleston may be dull,
but do what you can
while you’re stuck here
In 10 days I will graduate (after
starting college almost nine years
ago) with my bachelor’s degree in
journalism. Therefore, this will be
my final column for The Daily
Eastern News.
Nearly three and a half months
ago I was honored to be given the
opportunity to spout off every other
week about any topic I saw fit. It
has given me great pleasure to have
been able to do this.
In that time, I often have written
on topics that were not always pleasant but that I certainly felt
were important. My goal this semester was to try to get you,
the reader, to think and react, especially about things that you
may not have otherwise known about. Judging from the
response I have received, I believe I have accomplished that
goal.
Whenever I chose to write about Charleston or the school
in the past few years, it was usually to complain about some-
thing. This may have been taken to mean that I have nothing
good to say about this place, no praise for my soon-to-be
alma mater.
In an effort to rectify that and to leave Chucktown on a
good note, I am devoting this column to thanking Eastern for
all it’s done for me over the last 3 years.
I’d like to thank Eastern for:
■ Its accessibility. Most of us aren’t here because we turned
down acceptance offers from Harvard, Yale or even the
University of Illinois. We’re here because this is the school
that would accept us.
When I first applied to Eastern as a transfer student, my
GPA was a miserable 1.8. Four months later, after an “A” in a
community college economics course that got my GPA above
the requisite 2.0, I enrolled here.
Most other schools wouldn’t have given me that second
chance and, thanks to Eastern’s liberal admissions policy, I
am now graduating. I’m sure there
are many of you out there who
wouldn’t be in school or about to
graduate without Eastern. I am
thankful for that opportunity.
■ Its flexibility. I have many petty
complaints about the bureaucracy
at Eastern and the many hoops that
students have to jump through. Too
often it seems the system that was
set up to serve the students takes
precedence over the students them-
selves.
But when it comes to the big things, the most important
things, Eastern usually is willing to work with you. Just last
semester, I was a couple of hundred dollars short on my
tuition bill and in danger of not being able to register for my
senior year. Eastern allowed me to register and gave me an
extra semester to pay off the bill. Again, this school gave me
an opportunity when I thought none was available.
■ And its services. A medium-sized state university does not,
of course, have the same resources available as a larger or pri-
vately funded school. For its size and the fees it charges,
Eastern offers its students a lot.
Affordable health insurance for those of us not covered by
our parents’ policies, relatively up-to-date computer equip-
ment that freezes up every only so often, laser printing and a
full-time attorney on staff to serve students’ legal needs all
make Eastern a better place to be. Sure we paid for this stuff,
but it’s nice to know it’s there when we need it.
When you take into account everything we get for the rela-
tively little money we pay, Eastern is certainly one of the best
education bargains in the country. After three years here spent
working diligently on my higher education, I leave now with
degree in hand. Thank you Eastern, for everything.
–Matthew Martin is a senior journalism major and a regular
semimonthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-
mail address is cumdm@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
MATTHEW MARTIN
Regular columnist
“I’m sure there
are many of you
out there who
wouldn’t be in
school or about
to graduate
without
Eastern.”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u k a v @ u x a . e c n . b g u . e d u
Take tip from Family
Weekend – plan early
for ’98 spring concert
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Dear editor:
I am writing in response to
Grant  Murphy’s comments
about Timothy McVeigh. I think
Mr. McVeigh is a sick man and
he deserves no less than the
death penalty. As for you Grant,
you disgust me.
While I can’t believe Grant
wrote this garbage, I am more
astounded that  The Daily
Eastern News published his let-
ter.
Jason Plessner
sophomore history major
Dear editor:
I am writing in response to
the April 22 letter to the editor
in which Grant Murphy told of
how carrying out the “American
Dream” entailed blowing up the
federal building in Oklahoma
City and killing men, women
and children. I could not believe
what I read.
At f irs t ,  I  thought Mr.
Murphy was joking but as I read
on, I got the feeling that he was
serious.
Saying that those actions are
justified by the previous actions
of the FBI is completely ludi-
crous.
I would like to remind Mr.
Murphy that if  found guilty,
Timothy McVeigh wil l  have
been involved in the worst act
of terrorism on U.S. soil and
responsible for a terrible and
fear-inducing act.
If  Mr.  Murphy is  serious
about what he said, I can hon-
estly say that I am embarrassed
to walk on the same campus as
him.
What happened in Oklahoma
City was tragic and I don’t think
that it could, in any way, be con-
sidered a triumph of any kind.
J.T. Armbruster
sophomore secondary
education major
Dear editor:
After an absence of nearly 30 years, it
was something of a surprise to find my
name once again in The Daily Eastern News
in conjunction with the creation of the
minority- and economically disadvantaged-
student scholarship fund. As your writer
noted, that 1969 action was controversial.
Its adoption reflected credit on Eastern as it
indicated a commitment to improve and
equalize educational, and by implication,
economic opportunity for considerable seg-
ments left out of the economic boom of the
1950s and 1960s. It is all but impossible to
try to reconstruct those days and the opti-
mistic, progressive mood that took root
among many students and faculty to a gen-
eration that faces towering problems of its
own.
It was gratifying to learn through the
columns of The News as well as of the pre-
sent administration’s commitment to an
increased effort at minority recruitment and
the backing of those intentions with dollars.
President Jorns and others involved in this
ambitious plan are to be commended for
their courage and vision.
While passing out commendations, it is
essential to give credit to where credit is due
in regard to the 1969 action that marked
Eastern’s first major commitment to increas-
ing minority enrollment. To be sure, the pro-
posal originated in what was then known as
the Student Senate’s “liberal” bloc – a group
of students who shared a general program of
opposition to the war in Vietnam, increased
opportunities for minorities, and a highly
critical view of Eastern’s administration.
But without two other key supporters, it
seems unlikely – from a perspective of 28
years – that the fee increase would have
been accepted by the university’s governing
board.
First, the Eastern Veterans Association, a
conservative and powerful group on campus
at that time, opposed the fee hike and
demanded a referendum. Most assumed that
when the referendum was held, the EVA
would be among the groups campaigning
against it. But the courageous leadership of
people like Steve Senteney and Glenn
Minor put the EVA in the forefront of the
fee hike’s supporters. The fact that the refer-
endum lost by only a few hundred votes – a
much smaller margin than its original back-
ers expected – can be attributed in no small
part to the EVA’s open and sincere support
for the idea. Without that help, the fee hike
might have fallen by a greater and, perhaps,
ultimately fatal margin.
Next, the problem was tossed in the lap of
then-President Quincy Doudna, who regu-
larly took verbal poundings on the floor of
the Student Senate from the fee hike’s origi-
nal supporters. Like the EVA, Doudna rose
above personalities and argued before the
university’s governing board for adoption of
the fee hike. He simply felt that this effort to
help others was an idea whose time had
come and cared more for its potential
impact than the personal criticism he regu-
larly received from its authors. In supporting
this proposal, he likely offended some of the
groups that traditionally supported him on
campus and, over time, gained no respite
from his critics who he backed in this
instance. Today, it seems a remarkable act
and one of the finest of his tenure. Two
items from this time have been preserved by
me in the succeeding years, hauled back and
forth across the country, and avoiding the
intermittent house cleanings that eliminate
life’s excess baggage. One is the original,
handwritten motion that called for the fee
hike; the other is Doudna’s telegram proudly
announcing its acceptance by the governing
board.
Hopefully, there is more to this extended
reminiscence than another old grad’s recall
of the “glory days.” Rather, it points out that
at times people of different views can work
together and in doing so create something
that not only rises above their own disputes
but takes another step on the long, bumpy
road toward equality.
Bob Sampson
1971 Eastern graduate
Decatur resident
Story behind minority scholarship fund spans 28 years
“It is all but impossible to try to reconstruct those days and the
optimistic, progressive mood that took root among many students
and faculty to a generation that faces towering problems of its
own.” – Bob Sampson
1971 Eastern graduate
Dear editor:
As I was riding my bike to
class, a group of girls was stand-
ing on and near the sidewalk,
talking away and nearly blocking
pedestrian traffic.
As I approached, one stepped
back directly into my path with-
out looking, caught up in conver-
sation. Fortunately, I was able to
slam on my brakes in time to
avoid implanting my handlebars
into her side. As I looked back,
she was angrily pointing out how
much of a jerk I was for nearly
hitting her (obscenities omitted).
This incident shows how per-
ceptions of bike riding on campus
can be distorted. If I hadn’t been
paying attention or had been
going too fast, she would’ve been
nursing bruises. The only reason a
collision nearly occurred was
because of a lack of attention on
her part.
Instead of verbally abusing her
in public as she did to me, I
decided to write this letter in
hopes of helping the situation.
Between classes, sidewalks are
for walking and riding traffic.
They are congested enough with-
out groups of people standing
around and talking. There is plen-
ty of room on the grass to social-
ize, and if you don’t want to be in
the way of traffic, step off the
sidewalk and allow those with
classes to move easily. In order to
find a happy medium, both riders
and walkers must pay attention.
The sidewalk belongs to all of
us. If you walk or ride out in front
of any kind of traffic without
looking, you are at fault. Instead
of complaining, please open your
eyes and ears and pay attention to
what you’re doing.
Tim Riley
geology major
Between classes, sidewalks are for traffic, not congregation
Dear editor:
Trust. It is the foundation this
country was built upon. The pil-
grim fathers, the early colonists, the
first architects of our freedom, the
framers of our Constitution – all of
them keenly aware of their depen-
dence upon God’s supernatural
guidance, provision and care.
The 46th consecutive National
Day of Prayer is May 1. This year’s
theme is “In God We Trust.” This
slogan, which appears on all of our
currency, is not jut a trite expres-
sion. Let us elevate these powerful
words as our standard, seal them on
our hearts, hold them in our
thoughts and use them to guide our
daily actions. Let us model this
trust in God – who is always wor-
thy of our trust – and pass this ideal
on to our children, our country’s
future.
On Thursday, millions of
Americans will join together heart
and hand in order to do just that.
The annual National Day of Prayer
– established by an act of Congress,
signed into law by President
Truman, amended and extended by
President Reagan – is a preeminent
opportunity to acknowledge corpo-
rately, as spiritual sons and daugh-
ters of the founding fathers, our
dependence upon the Creator. It is a
chance to cast our lot with God at
this critically decisive moment in
America’s history. Prayer has made
all the difference in the past; it is
time to prove that it can make a dif-
ference today.
Abraham Lincoln put it this way:
“Unless the great God who assisted
(President Washington) shall be
with me and aid me, I must fail.
But if the same omniscient mind,
and Almighty arm, that directed
and protected him, shall guide and
support me, I shall not fail ... Let us
pray that the God of our fathers
may not forsake us now.”
Join us Thursday at 12:10 p.m. at
the Coles County Courthouse
(northwest corner), as we intercede
for America. You can make a dif-
ference.
Rev. C. David McNeeley
Charleston Ministerial
Association’s National Day
of Prayer Task Force
Join at courthouse
for National Day of
Prayer on Thursday
Letter in support of
McVeigh is garbage;
give death penalty
Ludicrous to blame
FBI in justification
of Oklahoma bomb
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STOP 
WEDNESDAY 
APRIL 30th
ONLY
ONLY AT ZORBA’S
FANTASTIC GYROS
50 Different 1/2 LB. Burgers NEVER
FROZEN
Buy a Greek Salad & Get a Gyros
FREE!! !
Delivery available after 5:00 everyday
Telephone # 348-8055
RENTAL COUNTDOWN...
3 BR for 3 - Sharp, economical
2 BR for 2 - Near EIU, low utilities
1 BR for 1 - Privacy, quiet, economy
CAll 345-4489
JIM WOOD, BROKER
By ROB STROUD
City editor
A former Eastern student
faces two years of probation
after he pleaded guilty for cut-
ting an Eastern football player
with a knife.
The charges accuse James
Jemilo, 23, who currently lives
in Vermont, of cutting Conrad
Praamsma with a knife during a
fight outside Stu’s Surf Side,
1402 Fourth St. 
Praamsma, 1402 Third St. re-
ceived 50 stitches from the inci-
dent.
Mark Ferguson, Jemilo’s
attorney, said his client pleaded
guilty to the charge after it was
plea bargained from a felony
offense of aggravated battery to
a misdemeanor.
Jemilo agreed to a sentence of
two years of probation, which
forbids him  from having con-
tact with Praamsma or going
near Stu’s Surf Side, Ferguson
said.  The probation also in-
cludes counseling and commu-
nity service in Vermont for
Jemilo.
“There has been bad blood
between the alleged victim and
my client for quite a while,”
Ferguson said.
Ferguson said he was not sure
what had caused the feelings be-
tween the two. 
Praamsma filed a civil suit
Monday asking for damages in
excess of $50,000, Ferguson
said. Ferguson said Jemilo is
working on filing a countersuit.
Praamsma said he could not
comment on Jemilo’s trial or the
civil suit, but said he was recov-
ering from his injuries.
“There is a lot of scar tissue
now, but other than that I am do-
ing fine.” Praamsma said.
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor
The formation of a new com-
mittee dealing with minority
affairs will be discussed at the
Student Senate meeting tonight.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m.
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The bylaw change states the
committee would look in the
university’s actions dealing with
minority groups. 
The committee also would
help with minority recruitment
and work with the Not In Our
Town Task Force, a group of
faculty, students and community
members working to improve
minority relations between the
campus and Charleston. The
committee also would work with
Minority Affairs, Orientation
and Admissions.
Student Senate member Liz
Halbert said she submitted the
resolution because she thought
the senate should be more in-
volved with minority issues on
campus.
The bylaw change would add
the committee of minority
affairs to the senate’s nine exist-
ing committees. 
While the bylaw change will
be presented at the senate meet-
ing, it must be tabled for one
meeting. Tonight’s meeting is
the last  meeting for the
semester, so the by-law will not
be voted on until the first meet-
ing of the fall semester.
The senate also will discuss a
resolution that would support
the University Board homecom-
ing committee’s changes to the
homecoming parade structure. 
Melissa Girten, homecoming
committee chair-elect, said the
committee decided to make the
changes in the parade structure
to keep incidents, such as the
actions of members of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity, from happen-
ing at future parades.
“We are definitely working
hard to ensure the parade goes
well,” Girten said. Some of the
changes in the parade include
more communication between
the Charleston Police
Department and University
Police Department, she said. 
Girten said the homecoming
committee also will meet with
Eastern’s athletic director to see
if athletes would be allowed to
walk alongside the parade and
provide security for the partici-
pants.
By TODD EVANS
Staff writer
A federal judge today will be
addressing some of the prob-
lems currently facing the feder-
al court system.
The honorable Harlington
Wood Jr., who is a circuit court
judge in the U.S.  Supreme
Court of Appeals for the sev-
enth district, will speak at 4:30
p.m. in Room 122 in Lumpkin
Hall.
“We have never had a federal
judge speak to this  campus
before,” said Yung Chen, pro-
fessor of political science.
Peter  Leigh,  professor of
political science and pre-law
adviser, said Judge Wood will
be discussing problems in the
federal courts, such as why the
courts are overloaded and why
there are vacancies in the
courts.
Wood has served in such
positions as the U.S. Attorney,
Chief of the Civil Division of
the U.S. Justice Department, the
U.S. District Judge and the U.S.
Appellate Judge.
“He has been around the
world three times and upheld
laws in countries, especially
European countries,” Chen said.
A question and answer period
will follow Wood’s speech.
Wood’s appearance will be
co-sponsored by Eastern’s Pre-
Law Society and Pi  Sigma
Alpha, the National Political
Science Honor Society. 
The speech is free and open
to the public.
Ex-student may get probation
for incident outside local bar
Senate to form minority committee 
what is the
Student
Senate?
The Student Senate is a body of
elected students who represent all
of Eastern’s students, ensuring that
the university treats them fairly and
addresses their issues.
The senate members and the
Student Government executive
board are responsible for taking
stands on student-related issues
and for controlling how student
activity fees are spent.
Judge to address problems in federal
court, answer questions from students
The Faculty Senate Tuesday
elected their new executive offi-
cers for the 1997-98 academic
term.
Gail Richard will retain her
position as chair of the Faculty
Senate when the school year
resumes in the fall, after defeat-
ing senate member Anne
Zahlan.
Senate member John Best
will become the new vice chair
of  the senate as he won by
acclamation.
Joan Schmidt also retained
her position as recorder of the
senate by winning an uncontest-
ed election.
The current executive com-
mittee wil l  remain in their
capacities throughout the sum-
mer with the newly elected
board members taking their
seats when the academic year
resumes in August.
In other  senate business,
dates were set for two summer
meetings, which will take place
at 1:30 p.m. on June 24 and July
15.
The senate also approved the
year-end Faculty Senate sum-
mary report ,  which was an
overview of senate’s activities
from the previous year. 
Faculty Senate elects 1997-98 officers
The Faculty Senate is a group
of elected Eastern faculty
members who serve as the
representative voice of the entire
faculty on university issues and
policies.
The Faculty Senate makes
recommendations on anything it
decides affects the welfare of the
university.
what is the
Faculty
Senate?
He has been
around the world
three times and upheld
laws in countries, espe-
cially European coun-
tries.”
– Yung Chen
Political science 
professor
“
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YOUNGSTOWN
Cambridge & Nantucket
345-2363
CALL TO VIEW OUR UNIQUE
APARTMENTS TODAY!!
Now Renting For Fall ‘97 & ‘98 & Summer
Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses for 3 & 4 People
1,3 & 4 Bedrooms Available
Central Air
Fully Furnished
24 Hr. Maintenance
Dishwashers
Decks & Balconies
Onsite Management
Garbage Disposals
(Around corner at S. 9th 
St. across from church)Rent before
4-18-97
and get
free carpet
NEW
OWNERSHIP
SUMMER RATES
1 Bedroom $58500
2 Bedroom $68500
3 & 4 Bedroom $78500
One Time Payment
CALL TODAY!
The News’
Classifieds
The News’ 
The News’ Classifieds
The News’
Classifieds
W h e n  y o u r
money’s running out
and the rent is coming due...
Sell your stuff
Classifieds! They will work for you!
News’ Classifieds
Classifieds
in  The News’
The Martin Luther King, Jr. 
University Union Hair Salon
will close 
Thursday, May 8
and reopen 
Thursday, June 5. 
Summer hours will be 
10:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Call 581-7148 or 581-3616
for an appointment
16oz. Bud Light
Drafts Miller Light$1.25
Lunch
Ck. or Veggie Quesadilla  
Chef Salad             $3.95
Dinner
Steak Fajita Wrap
W/side salad $5.50
No Cover!
70’s and 80’s Music
Way Back 
Wednesday
345-7849
Express Lunch Daily
Bar Mixers
$2.25
FAS
T ME
XICA
N FO
OD!
Your first stop after
the bars close is...
Open 11a.m.-After
the Bars Close
BURRITOS AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD! ®
1415 S. 4th St  348-0911
BAMBA
®
Be There or
Be Hungry!
Advertise
with
The Daily
EasternNews
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday will
discuss temporarily putting a hold on adding more
core classes to Eastern’s curriculum.
The CAA will hold its final meeting of the sem-
ester at 2 p.m. Thursday in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
CAA member Mary Wohlrabe said the General
Education Assessment Committee, a subcommittee
of the CAA, has discussed the need for core classes
to be evaluated more.
“It seems to me, we wouldn’t want to add another
course unless we’ve evaluated them,” Wohlrabe
said.
She said the problem of students being unable to
get into core classes may be solved by opening more
sections rather than adding different courses.
The CAA also will vote on two new course pro-
posals and seven revised course proposals. The new
course proposals include, CSC 3000 - Introduction
to the Internet and CDS 2100 - Phonetics and
Phonological Development. 
The revised courses include CDS 2000 -
Introduction to Communication Disorders, CDS
2500 - Anatomy and Physiology of the Speech,
Language, Swallowing and Hearing Mechanism,
CDS 2800 - Speech Science, CDS 3200 - Language
Disorders in Children, CDS 3300 - Introduction to
Audiology, CDS 3700 - Diagnosis and Treatment of
Communication Disorders and CDS 4300 - Aural
Rehabilitation.
The CAA will discuss the policy on granting
degrees with distinction and a proposed revision in
the communication disorders and sciences Major.
The CAA also will elect officers for next year at
its meeting.
By TRACY BROWN
Activities editor
The National Day of Prayer Thursday will be a
time for all Christians and others around campus
to come together and pray for the country.
All students and faculty members are invited to
pray at 7 a.m. around the flagpole in the South
Quad.
The event is being sponsored by the Greater
Interaction Committee, which is made up of the
eight Christian fellowships on campus.
Jason Helopoulos, a sophomore history major
and a facilitator for the committee, said this will
be a time for all the people on campus to celebrate
Christianity together.
“We will be praying for a revival on campus,”
Helopoulos said.
The National Day of Prayer is an event that is
held nationwide in the fall and spring semesters,
where students stand around flagpoles in junior
high schools, high schools and colleges. Also,
employees around the country at work stand out-
side businesses and pray for a certain cause during
this time.
Many Christian radio stations advertise the
prayer day and invite anyone who wants to take
place in the event to join others around flagpoles
and pray for the country, their school or any other
cause that needs prayers.
Christians to gather for prayer 
CAA may stop adding core classes
Great Apartments
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS
Now Leasing for 97-98
•Only a few apts. left
•Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
•Furnished
•Laundry facilities
•Central Air
•Reasonable utilities
•24 hour maintenance
•Free off-street parking
•Swimming pool & sun deck
(across from Carman Hall)
2219 S. 9th St. #17 345-6000
Advertise. Advertise.Advertise.
MINI STORAGE for summer.
Phone 348-7746.
________________________5/5
SAVE TODAY ON YOUR AUTO
OR MOTORCYCLE INSUR-
ANCE. Call BILL HALL 345-7023
or stop by HALL INSURANCE
1010 East Lincoln.
_______________________4/30
PATH FINDER- Your personal
guides to the sights of Chicago,
St. Louis. Int’l students preferred.
217-422-2899.
________________________5/2
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoe-
ing, sailing, water skiing, gymnas-
tics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, computers, camping,
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office, maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple,
Nfld., IL. 60093. 847-446-2444
________________________5/2
CAMP STAFF-SEPARATE
NORTHERN MINNESOTA BOYS
CAMP AND GIRLS CAMP.
Seeking high energy, caring indi-
viduals as counselors to instruct
water skiing, board sailing, swim-
ming, sailing, horseback riding,
mountain biking, archery, gym-
nastics, and back packing. Make
a difference in a child’s life. June
11 - August 13. Call 314-567-
3167.
________________________5/5
MOTIVATED, CARING INDIVID-
UALS NEEDED to work Tuesday
evenings and weekends in a
small group home with DD indi-
viduals. Applications may be
picked up at 415 4th Street.
________________________5/1
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER
JOB? P.T. sales assoc. position
avail. at Off The Wall Ink.
Applicant must be able to work
independently and interact with
the public. Hrs. 10-4 M-F. Apply in
person at 521 7th St. Chas.
________________________5/5
STAYING IN THE AREA THIS
SUMMER AND NEEDING A
JOB? We are accepting applica-
tions for all positions apply in per-
son every Sat. & Sun, from noon
to 5 p.m. at Skeeters Restaurant
Sullivan, IL, Sullivan Marina.
________________________5/2
DIRECT CARE PROFESSION-
ALS needed in a 24 hour residen-
tial program, providing services to
adults and children with develop-
mental disabilities. Evening and
weekend shifts available.
Applications may be picked up at
CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, I l  61920.
EOE.
________________________5/5
COOL SUMMER JOBS. Want to
earn some extra money during
your summer break? Work as an
associate for the world’s largest
staffing agency, Adecco! Gain
valuable experience to add to
your resume working for one of
our nine Chicagoland offices. We
have open positions in various
office support capacit ies:
Administrative Assistants,
Receptionist, Data Processors
etc. at pay rates from $7 - $9. For
more information call Claudia at
(708) 848-7800.
________________________5/5
MONEY! MONEY! MONEY! The
Daily Eastern News is accepting
applications for advertising repre-
sentatives for Fall ‘97. The more
you work, the more you earn.
Pick up applications in Student
Publications, lower level of the
MLK University Union.
________________________5/5
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. UNI-
VERSITY UNION
RATHSKELLER, CATERING
AND DINING DEPARTMENT
NOW HIRING FOR THE FOL-
LOWING POSITIONS INTERS-
ESSION MON/FRI 11AM TO
3PM DISHWASHER, FRI 9AM
TO 3PM CASHIER AND CATER-
ING; SUMMER TUES AND
THURS 11AM TO 3PM DISH-
WASHER, MON AND FRI 9AM
TO 3PM PREP AND LINE SERV-
ER. CATERING HOURS AVAIL-
ABLE. APPLY ROOM 205
UNION- 5326.
_______________________4/30
CAMP NEW HOPE. A camp for
the developmentally disabled is
accepting applications for MALE
NIGHT CABIN COUNSELORS.
To request an application call
217-895-2341 - M-F - 9A.M.-
3P.M.
________________________5/1
DO YOU NEED A JOB NOW?
We need individuals who are
*enthusiastic*dedicated*profes-
sional*articulate* to make and
receive calls on a wide variety of
programs. Travel information,
camping reservation, phone ser-
vices, and products are examples
of what you could be trained on.
We offer *paid training*$6/hr*fun
e n v i r o n m e n t * a d v a n c e m e n t
opportunities*. Call us for details!!
348-5250- Consolidated Market
Response.
________________________5/5
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT-Fishing Industry. Learn
how students can earn up to
$2,850/mo. + benefits (Room &
Board). Call Alaska Information
Services: 206-971-3514 Ext.
A57382.
________________________5/5
THE GATEWAY OFFICE IS
LOOKING FOR A STUDY TABLE
SUPERVISOR for Fall 1997.
Needs to be an upperclassmen
with Sunday-Thursday evenings
available. Pick up application in
113 Blair Hall.
________________________5/1
HEAD COOK AND ASSISTANT
COOK: Minnesota Childrens’
Camps seek experienced cooks.
Feed 340- family style; excellent
kitchen facility. Room, board,
transportation provided. June 4th-
August 21 (flexible) 314-567-
3167.
________________________5/5
CHILD CARE WORKERS NEED-
ED. Sunday A.M., Occasional
Evenings; Mattoon Church. Must
be available year round and have
own transportation. Pay is $5.50
per hour. If interested send a let-
ter with your name, phone num-
ber, full address, a description of
your experiences with children,
and three references with contact
information to: Personnel
Committee; First Christian
Church; 1600 Wabash Avenue;
Mattoon IL 61938.
_______________________4/30
COUNTY OFFICE PRODUCTS
WANTED, PART-TIME: Customer
service and deliveries. Please
apply in person. 406 6th St.
Charleston.
________________________5/5
PIZZA MAKER PART TIME,
apply in person after 4 p.m.,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
________________________5/5
CARING INDIVIDUAL NEEDED
TO WORK WITH INDIVIDUALS
WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DIS-
ABILITIES IN A GROUP HOME
SETTING, STRESSING COM-
MUNITY INTEGRATED LIVING.
Those majoring in Special
Education, Psychology, TR,
Education or related fields may
wish to take this opportunity to
gain experience along with their
degree. Apply at Alpha HOuse,
1701 18th Street, Charleston.
345-4224.
________________________5/5
PART-TIME A.M. HOUSEKEEP-
ER NEEDED. Experience pre-
ferred but not required. Apply at
Alpha House, 1701 18th Street,
Charleston. 345-4224.
________________________5/5
MOTIVATED, CARING INDIVID-
UALS NEEDED TO WORK
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS IN
A SMALL GROUP HOME WITH
DD INDIVIDUALS. Applications
may be picked up at 415 4th
Street.
________________________5/5
DESK CLERKS NEEDED FULL
TIME OR PART TIME FOR SUM-
MER MONTHS AND POSSIBLY
YEAR ROUND. Flexible hours.
Call for more information at
Amish Country Inn, Arcola.
Possible housing assistant avail-
able 268-3031.
________________________5/5
AVAILABLE:HIRING SUMMER
HELP:Full time/Part time Hab
aides $6.80 to$8.61 per hour,
benefits for Full time. Must be a
caring, solid individual intereste-
din working with DD adults. Apply
at 738 18th street, Charleston. 
_______________________4/30
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR EXPERIENCED COOKS
AND SERVERS. Apply in person.
Cody’s Road House. 1320
Broadway Ave. East Mattoon.
Ask for Steve or Tom.
________________________5/5
SUMMER BREAK = $$$$$ If you
will be in Chicago or the suburbs
and want a TOP PAYING
OFFICE POSITION then
call...Paige Personnel Services
The Office Staffing Specialists.
$7.50-$14.00. General Office,
Customer Service, Data Entry,
Computer Projects, Accounting,
Reception. Paige Personnel
Services represents top local
firms with IMMEDIATE OFFICE
OPENINGS! Full-time and Part-
time available. TWELVE LOCA-
TIONS: Chicago, Skokie, Des
Plaines, Roll ing Meadows,
Elmhurst, Hinsdale, Orland Park,
Lisle, Vernon Hills, Elgin, Crystal
Lake, and Mundelein. Call today
for details: 1-888-55-PAIGE (1-
888-557-2443).
________________________5/5
ATTENTION ROCKFORD AREA
COLLEGE STUDENTS! Need
money? We have summer jobs
for you! Dickey Temporaries has
openings in industrial and clerical
fields right now. Start earning
money for summer fun and col-
lege expenses. All students who
work a minimum of 250 hours this
summer are eligible to win one of
two college scholarships. At
Dickey Temporaries... We work
for you! Call today for your per-
sonal appointment! DICKEY
TEMPORARIES 1880 WINDSOR
ROAD LOVES PARK, IL
(815)636-4477. EOE.
_______________________ 5/5
WANTED:Archery Instructor for
Boy Scout summer camp in July.
For more information, call 1-800-
416-2328.
________________________5/5
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
information call 301-429-1326
________________________5/5
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544
for information!
________________________5/5
$300-$500 WEEKLY! Full/part
time processing US Gov’t FHA
mortgage refunds. Call 8am-9pm
cst. (504)429-9233. Ext.
5172D17.
________________________5/2
$100’S POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext R-2262
for Listings.
_______________________4/30
GOOD USED McINTOSH
PRINTER. Call 217-923-3866
after 6 p.m. 
________________________5/5
ADOPTION: A LIFETIME OF
LOVE AND LAUGHTER, STO-
RYBOOKS, AND A BIG BACK
YARD. Electrical engineer dad
and stay-at-home social worker
mom eagerly look forward to
sharing all of this and more with
your baby. Call Barbara and Joe
toll free at 1-800-484-7983
access code 9655. Together we
can plan a happy and secure
future for your baby. Our attorney
Theresa Hardesty: (309)692-
1087 (collect). Your adoption
advocate: 1-800-852-4294.
________________________5/2
Place your ad today..
____________________HA/OO
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
ADOPTION IS AN OPTION. A
secure, loving couple wishes to
begin a family by adopting an
infant. We can provide a bright,
happy future for a child. All allow-
able medical & legal expenses
paid. Please call 1-800-292-5363
or call our attorney collect at 217-
352-1800. Karol and Rob.
________________________5/2
SUMMER ONLY:2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
________________________5/5
Advertise, Advertise, Advertise, 
in the Daily Eastern News
Classified Section. Call 581-2812.
____________________HA/OO
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA final meeting at 5 p.m. at Stix. Old and new
exec. board meet at 4 p.m. Rush, bar crawl and swing-a-thon money
is very, very due. 
THE AGENCY will have a final meet at 7 p.m. at The Alamo. If you
need a ride meet at 6:45 p.m. Questions call Dr. Wohlrabe at 7117.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Informational tonight at 9 p.m. at the Alpha
House 1515 11th street. For more information call 345-6055 or 581-
2081.
PSI CHI Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the lounge. Last meeting of the
year! Stress management.
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY INC. 8th Annual Sexy Lady Contest
tomorrow at 9 p.m. in the Rathskeller. Will start on time. 
BGC Any student interested in being a coordinator for the Fall 97 Step
Show pick up application at CeCe’s office. interviews are Wednesday
at 5 p.m. 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION Farewell Meeting at 6
p.m. in the Cultural Center across from Blair Hall. Everyone should
come and have a good time. 
PRE-LAW SOCIETY Speaker tonight at 4:30 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall. US
Court of Appeals Judge Wood is speaking on the problems in the fed-
eral court system.
LBGAU Ellen Coming Out Gathering tonight from 6:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. at
Dr Steven’s house. Help us celebrate Ellen’s coming out! Call 345-
1317 for details.
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY INC. Forum tonight at 6 p.m. in Taylor
Hall lobby. The mighty men of Omega Psi Chi will be hosting a contro-
versial, yet fun-filled forum on CHEATING. Any player or cheater is
welcome to attend.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held tonight at 9 p.m. at
the Newman Chapel, located on the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
HAITI CONNECTION Meeting tonight at 5 p.m. at the Newman
Center, on the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
McKINNEY HALL COUNCIL Meeting tonight at 8:30 p.m. Induction of
new officers and the McKinney Moola Auction will be held after the
meeting. Don’t miss it.
24 HR. DANCE MARATHON Anyone interested in bringing a 24 hour
dance marathon for Children’s Miracle Network to EIU please come to
the informational meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at the Delta Zeta house in
Greek Court. Questions call Tiffany at 8199 or Jamie at 8163. All wel-
come.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Bible study tonight at 7 p.m. at
the Christian Campus House.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Service Committee Meeting tonight at 6 p.m.
and Exec Board Meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the APO office. Membership
Committee Meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Lawson Lobby.
PSI CHI Last meeting of Spring tonight at 6 p.m. in the Psych lounge.
Come hear our speaker on how to use humor for stress relief.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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SUMMER ONLY:2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
________________________5/5
2 HOUSEMATES NEEDED FOR
SUMMER, FALL AND SPRING.
Own rooms. Close to campus.
345-4543.
________________________5/5
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to share U-court apartment Fall
semester only. Call Susan 345-
5579.
________________________5/2
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for Fall 97-Spring 98. $190 per
month. Call 348-0229 after 5.
________________________5/2
ONE MORE ROOMMATE NEED-
ED FOR SUMMER. Dirt cheap.
Across from campus. Call Denise
581-2812.
________________________5/5
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR FALL 97 - SPRING 98. $225
PER MONTH. CALL 348-5003.
_______________________ 5/2
FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR
SUMMER ONLY. $100 month.
Close to campus. 581-2136.
________________________5/1
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
NEXT YEAR! Spacious 2 bed-
room apartment, clean and fur-
nished, VERY close to campus
and parking included.
$230/month per person. Call now
because it will go quick!!! 348-
1263 or 345-7248
________________________5/2
UP TO 3 SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED FOR SUMMER, 2 bedroom
apartment. Very close. Call 348-
6405.
________________________5/1
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SUMMER 97. Park Place
Apartments. Under $200/month.
Totally furnished. Call 345-5830.
________________________5/2
1 FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED FOR SPACIOUS ATRIUM
APT. 10 or 12 month lease-Clean,
furnished, dishwasher, indoor
pool, Reasonable rent. Call
immediately. 581-5795.
_______________________4/30
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SUMMER, SPACIOUS
ATRIUM APT. Clean, furnished,
dishwasher, indoor pool, low rent,
Call immediately! 581-5795.
_______________________4/30
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SUMMER. Large, one-bed-
room apartment, close to cam-
pus. Phone 348-5102.
_______________________4/30
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED: Rent negotiable. Will rent for
intersession only. Clean, big, A/C.
Call at 345-1449.
_______________________4/30
THREE SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED. May - May. Two bedrooms,
furnished. Close to campus.
Parking and some utilities. 581-
2277.
________________________5/1
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED IMMEDIATELY. Close to cam-
pus, rent negotiable!! Call 348-
8796.
_______________________4/30
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER 97. Oldetowne apts. 2
bdrm, air, rent negotiable. Call
345-4398.
________________________5/1
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED for 3-bedroom apartment at
Park Place. Call (217)762-2663
OR (217)762-2675.
________________________5/2
1 BEDROOM APT. AVAILABLE
for sublease 5-10-97. RENT
NEGOTIABLE! Please call 348-
7062.
________________________5/1
1 SUMMER SUBLESSOR
NEEDED for 3BR house. Great
location. Low rent. Kelly 345-
4297.
________________________5/2
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR ‘97-
’98 SCHOOL YEAR, Fully fur-
nished, 3 Bedroom, nice, $160 a
month. Call 581-3503.
________________________5/5
ONE SUBLESSOR NEEDED AT
PARK PLACE for summer. Low,
low rent. Call Patty at 348-6101.
________________________5/5
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED for an awesome Park Place
Apartment. Fully furnished. Low
rent. Call 345-9458.
________________________5/5
3-4 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY FOR SUMMER.
Large house close to campus.
Clean. Rent negotiable. Call 345-
2076.
________________________5/5
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
AT PARK PLACE for intercession
or summer 97. Rent negotiable.
Call 345-1597.
________________________5/2
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR NEXT YEAR! One bed apt.
for rent 2 floors, furn., Call 345-
2363.
________________________5/1
SUMMER ONLY: 2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
________________________5/5
2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED. Rent negotiable. 1530
2nd St. 348-0727.
________________________5/1
SUBLEASE NEXT TO OLD
MAIN. On stilts. 3 bedroom. Very
nice. Good location. Rent nego-
tiable. Call 348-0650.
________________________5/5
HURRY UP BEFORE THEY’RE
GONE! 1 TO 2 BEDROOM
APTS. STILL AVAILABLE. 345-
6533
________________________5/5
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur Manor. Quiet-
Furnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
________________________5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of
Hardees. Off street parking avail-
able. Reasonable utilities. Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
________________________5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BED-
ROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available sum-
mer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
of Hardees. Off street parking
available. Reasonable utilities.
Ask about 8% rent discount.
Phone 345-9531.
________________________5/5
ONLY ONE LEFT! One bedroom,
unfurnished apartment- all utilities
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES!
Quiet building!! 345-6759
________________________5/5
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
Furnished apartments, patios,
balconies, air, pool, sundeck,
close to campus, 24-hour mainte-
nance appointment 345-6000.
________________________5/5
SUITE FOR RENT. 7th Street,
Near Old Main. Must See. 345-
2086 After 1:00 p.m.
_______________________4/30
HOUSE FOR RENT. UP TO 6
PEOPLE. Near Old Main. 345-
2086 After 1:00 p.m.
_______________________4/30
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363.
________________________5/5
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN-
HOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEO-
PLE. Furnished. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363. Apartments avail-
able.
________________________5/5
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bed-
room furnished apartments. 10/12
month leases. Water and trash
included. 947 4th street. No pets
allowed. Call 348-7746 for
appointment.
________________________5/5
LARGE 3 & 4 BEDROOM FOR 4-
6 PEOPLE.  FURNISHED, DISH-
WASHER, GARBAGE DISPOS-
AL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE
FALL 97. 345-2363.
_______________________ 5/5
SUMMER STORAGE now leas-
ing units starting at $30/month for
4x12 and up. Call 348-7746.
________________________5/5
MINI STORAGE for summer.
Phone 348-7746.
________________________5/5
LARGE ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENT. Heat and trash
paid. Next to campus. 348-0006.
________________________5/2
FOR SUMMER 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED OR UNFUR-
NISHED APARTMENTS.
$300/month. Water and Trash
paid. 947 4th St. 348-7746.
________________________5/5
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3
AND 4 BEDROOM HOUSES for
97-98 school year. $235/month.
12 month. lease. Call 345-3148.
________________________5/5
2 AND 3 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENTS. Clean,
excellent condition. Good loca-
tions. Parking, laundry. No pets.
345-7286
________________________5/5
4 BEDROOM HOUSE TO RENT
FOR SUMMER. Call 345-2410.
2200 square feet. Huge rooms.
3/4 mile from campus.
________________________5/5
2 FEMALE HOUSEMATES
NEEDED. $300/mo/person
includes utilities/tv furnished.
References required. 348-1974.
________________________5/3
TWO BEDROOM FULLY FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. Heat
paid. Pool. Phone 345-4419.
________________________5/2
5 BEDROOM HOUSE on 4th
Street. Call 345-7993.
_______________________4/30
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER/FALL
‘97. 2 years old 2 and 3 bedroom
apartment on Lincoln St. Call
345-5148 or 348-0157.
________________________5/2
SUMMER ONLY. 2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
________________________5/5
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENT. Close to campus
for 2 quiet, older students. No
smoking, no pets, no parties!
Reference and deposit required.
Rent $450. 348-0979 after 3pm.
________________________5/5
***$50 CASH*** If you sign a
lease by May 3 with Carlyle Apts.
2 bedroom furnished apts still
available at 947 Fourth St. Call
348-7746 for more info.
________________________5/5
ITS NOT TOO LATE! RENTALS
for 1,2, or 3 tenants. Good loca-
tions, good prices. Lists available
at Century 21 Wood R.E., 1512 A
Street, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________4/30
2 BEDROOM ALL NEW APART-
MENT, CARPETED. Central air,
dishwasher. Water and garbage
pickup furnished. Available Aug.
1st. $450/month 1 yr. lease, secu-
rity deposit. 345-4010.
________________________5/5
4 BR HOUSE FOR FALL ‘97, A/C
and furnished. Plus dishwasher.
$900 mo. Call 345-4756.
________________________5/5
NICE CLEAN EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT. Trash, water, and
parking included in rent. Call 348-
0819.
________________________5/2
TWO BEDROOM UPSTAIRS
APT AVAILABLE 8/15/97.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 501
TAYLOR AVAILABLE 8/15/97.
EFFICIENCY APT. 501 1/2 TAY-
LOR AVAILABLE 5/15/97. ALL
PROPERTY LISTED ABOVE
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE
CALL 345-7522 AFTER 3:30
345-9462.
________________________5/5
SUMMER ONLY. 3 bedroom apt,
415 Harrison; 4 bedroom house
$300 month. 348-5032.
________________________5/5
NICE TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR LEASE. Block and 1/2 from
campus. References needed.
Summer and Fall. 581-6271 or
348-0026.
________________________5/2
LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT
OR HOUSE TO RENT FOR
FALL? Let us do all the legwork.
Apartment locators. Low fee. Call
345-7251, leave message.
________________________5/2
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT. $225 per person. Fall 97 -
Spring 98. Call 348-5003.
________________________5/2
SUMMER ‘97 ONLY Individual
rooms for Rent. 345-7225.
________________________5/5
LARGE THREE BEDROOM
APARTMENT in quiet residential
building at 300 Harrison. $185
per month/person. Call David
McGrady at 348-8258.
________________________5/5
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT. 10 month lease,
trash & water included. 345-5048.
________________________5/5
SUMMER REMODELED 3 BED-
ROOM, 1 block from Dominoes.
115.00 mo. 348-8792
________________________5/1
UNIQUE 1 AND 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENT. 2
blocks fro Buzzard Building. Very
nice. Call 345-5088.
________________________5/2
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS, security and
lease required. NO PETS 348-
0699, after five or leave mes-
sage.
________________________5/5
FOR RENT- FOR 2-4 PEOPLE
large, furnished deluxe apart-
ment. Central air, free parking,
laundry facilities, close to cam-
pus. Call 349-8824.
_______________________4/30
HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR SUM-
MER AND 97-98 YEAR. Partially
furnished, appliances, one house
with C/A. 12 mo lease, REF DEP.
Call 345-5999.
________________________5/5
1.2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. 2
bedroom house. Available in
August. Furnished. No pets.
$500. 345-6967.
________________________5/2
A 3 BEDROOM RANCH HOME,
2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.
C/A, W/D, fenced in backyard
with one car garage. Low utilities.
Clean and modern. 345-4494.
_______________________4/30
A 1,2 AND 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. Not close to campus.
WAter and garbage furnished.
A/C, some with W/D hook up.
Clean and efficient. 345-4494.
_______________________4/30
UNFURNISHED HOUSES FOR
CLEAN, NON-SMOKING
FEMALES. Near campus. Year
lease. 345-2564.
________________________5/2
1988 TOYOTA COROLLA 4
DOOR. Automatic, Air. $3000.
Call 348-0802.
________________________5/5
SPECIALIZED BIKE RACK FOR
2 BIKES. Fits on roof of car. $125
obo. 348-5414 leave message. 
_______________________4/30
MUST BE SOLD!! LOFT FOR
SALE. Price negotiable. Call
Gwen 581-2606.
_______________________4/30
GUITAR AMP. Peavey Bandit 112
Excellent for Stage or Practice.
Great Condition. $100. Guitar Gig
Bag $25 o.b.o. Brad 348-1192.
________________________5/2
1988 FORD ESCORT 2 DR
HTCHBK 5 Speed trans. $800.00
Firm. Call 948-5606 After 5:00
WKDYS.
_______________________4/30
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4
WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-
218-9000 Ext A-2262 for current
listings.
_______________________4/30
FUTON FOR SALE, $60 o.b.o.
TV, 13” with remote $50 o.b.o.
Realistic f loor speakers $40
o.b.o. Call Phil at 345-2484.
________________________5/2
91 DODGE SHADOW CON-
VERTIBLE, p/w, auto, cruise, p/s,
etc. $6,250-neg. Call 348-6069
after 5 p.m.
________________________5/5
RED HONDA ELITE SCOOTER
‘94 LOW MILEAGE, $700 price
negotiable. 581-5280, Leigh.
________________________5/2
1990 FORD PROBE LX. Auto,
A/C, cruise, CD player. 60,000
mi. 217-581-6714, 217-253-4265.
Leave message. 
_______________________ 5/2
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext H-
2262 for current listings.
_______________________4/30
FOUND: Pair of glasses in
Coleman Hall. Please call 581-
2016.
________________________5/2
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435.
________________________5/5
OFFICIAL NOTICE TO ALL
SPRING/SUMMER GRADU-
ATES: YOU MAY ORDER DIS-
TINCTIVE GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS @
TOKENS... FAST, 5-DAY DELIV-
ERY... ALSO, IT’S NOT TOO
LATE FOR CLASS RINGS!!
COME IN TO SEE US AT
TOKENS, OR CALL AT 1-800-
954-7237
_______________________4/30
NEW AT TOKENS EVERY DAY:
DOUBLE PRINT FILM PRO-
CESSING. $4.99 PER ROLL OR
CHOOSE SINGLE PRINTS &
FREE FILM $4.99
________________________5/5
ATTENTION LADIES: Full set of
professional nails. Super special
$21. Call Miranda 345-9100.
________________________5/5
UNITED STATES COURT OF
APPEALS JUDGE WOOD TO
SPEAK ON “Problems in the
Federal Court System” in
Lumpkin Hall room 122 on
Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
_______________________4/30
CHRONIC ITCH at MARTY’S on
Friday, May 2nd at 9 p.m.
________________________5/2
JUST SPENCE’S 1148 6TH
STREET. LEVI JEANS AND
SHORT, FADED AND BROKE IN.
GREAT SALES TOO. WE ALSO
BUY! OPEN TUESDAY-SATUR-
DAY 1:30- 5 P.M. 345-1469.
_______________________ 5/1
IF ANYONE HAS EXTRA GRAD-
UATION TICKETS FOR THE
1:00 CEREMONY PLEASE CALL
AMY AT 345-1597.
_______________________ 5/2
COLLECTIVE SOUL DIDN’T DO
IT FOR YOU? Then, go to see
The Samples at the Thunderbird
Theater in Champaign on Sunday
May 4. Tickets available through
Ticketmaster (312) 559-1212.
_______________________4/30
CHRONIC ITCH at MARTY’S on
Friday, May 2nd at 9 p.m.
________________________5/2
CONGRATULATIONS TO
BECKY SCHENKEL OF PHI
SIGMA SIGMA on being lava-
liered to MIKE LUCHETLI OF
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA. Love,
Lesley.
_______________________4/30
HAENIG-Don’t forget about the
White Trash in our front yard.
Love, McCollam.
_______________________4/30
LAW-Who loves you, Baby?
Love, Les.
_______________________4/30
JESSICA C, congrats on getting
pinned to STEVE S. OF KAPPA
EPSILON GAMMA at Cal U.
We’re so proud! LITP, Lesley,
Becky, Jen C.
_______________________4/30
MARTY-Hope your ankle gets
better soon! I’m sorry your arm
hurts too. Love Kelly.
_______________________4/31
CONGRATULATIONS MARCY
BENJAMIN OF ALPHA PHI on
getting pinned to CURT
RICHARDSON OF SIGMA CHI!
I’m so happy for you! Love, Beth.
_______________________4/30
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MIKE WEBB!
LOVE, GRACE.
______________________ 4/30
LAURA ELLISON OF AST con-
gratulations on getting pinned to
ADAM OF BUTLER. Tau love and
mine, Jody.
_______________________4/30
SIG KAPS-Thank you for the
great honor of being your Sigma
Man. I will miss it. Keep in touch
next year and if you see me out
feel free to buy me a drink. Good
luck on finals and have a nice
summer. Love always, Byron.
_______________________4/30
DANI MARDOS AND SONDI KIM
OF TRI-SIGMA:You two did a
great job with Senior Send On.
Love, Your sisters. 
_______________________4/30
JULIE FURGO OF TRI-
SIGMA:Congratulations on being
the Most Outstanding Senior.
Love, Your sisters.
_______________________4/30
HEY PHI SIGS, I FINALLY GOT
IT!! LOVE, BECKY.
______________________ 4/30
CONGRATULATIONS TO
BECKY SCHENKEL OF PHI
SIGMA SIGMA on getting lava-
liered to MIKE LUCHETTI OF
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA! Love, Your
Sisters.
________________________5/1
LAST CALL OH YEAH! For infor-
mation call Matt Brown 345-1460.
_______________________4/30
ATTENTION ALL LADIES:Rent-
A-Sig Ep is tonight! University
Ball Room at 7 p.m.
_______________________4/30
LAST CALL. IT WON’T BE
BUNK!
______________________ 4/30
HEY SNAKES-Lets pick up those
books and get ready for next
weeks finals. Study hard!
_______________________4/30
BEACH BASH TONIGHT. LAST
CALL.
______________________ 4/30
WAY TO GO BETH ANDERSON,
NULA BENNETT, ALICIA HALEY,
MELISSA, CIMINO, JOLYN
DAUGHTERY, AND EMILY HOFF
OF ASA for the third consecutive
win with the Delt Dig It Volleyball
Tournament.
_______________________4/30
THE MEN OF SIGMA PI hope to
see everyone at LAST CALL.
_______________________4/30
Place your ad today..
____________________HA/OO
classifiedadvertisingThe Daily Eastern News
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM                                               BY MIKE PETERS
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1 Large Cheese
Pizza
348-8282
426. W. Lincoln
Expires5/8/97
Additional toppings 70¢
Expires 5/8/97
Additional toppings 95¢
$599 $1099
+ tax
+ tax + tax+ tax
$599
Expires 5/8/97
Additional toppings 95¢
2 Large Cheese
Pizza
$1199
Study Pack
1 Large 1 Topping
& order of breadstix
& 2 liter of coke
Good Luck
on 
Final
Exams
509 Van Buren 348-2380
Friends
&Co
Tonight
Leinie and  MGD
$100 PINTS of
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party Monday May 5
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Daily Eastern News
Congradulations to Mike Blaylock
of Lambda Chi Alpha
on being our Sigma man!
Love the ladies of Sigma Kappa.
THIS
SPACE
FOR
RENT
FUN SUMMER JOBS
REMEDY TEMPORARY
“YOU’RE HIRED!”
Call one of our
Chicago offices for
an appointment:
Have a hot summer earning
cold cash as a 
Pick your job, name your hours,
work close to home and make
excellent wages.  Many positions
available: Secretary, Word
Processor, Clerical Support,
warehouse, and factory. 
Naperville area to Oak Brook:
630-369-3399
Itasca/Schaumburg area:
630-467-0440
Deerfield and North Suburbs:
847-509-3100
Niles/Skokie/Evanston/O’Hare:
847-470-0970
Southwest Chicago/South Chicago:
708-559-0770
Kane/DeKalb/Kendall Counties:
603-513-0197
Elgin:
847-622-0500
Downtown Chicago:
312-630-9090
Perfect Lunch 
or
LateNight Munch
one small 
one topping pizza
& order of 
bread stix
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Panther baseball team outhit
St. Louis 14-6 Tuesday afternoon at
Monier Field, but the Billikens
came away with a 7-3 victory.
“They had big hits when men
were on base, and we didn’t do a
good job hitting with men on base,
which shows a lack of concentra-
tion,” Panther head coach Jim
Schmitz said.
A week earlier the Panthers went
to St. Louis and defeated the
Billikens 12-2.
“Last week they were down in
their staff, and today they pitched
some of their better pitchers,”
Schmitz said.
The game was 4-3 going into the
ninth inning, but the Billikens (19-
21 overall) had a three-run inning
to put the game away. Senior left
fielder Shawn Pheney started off
the scoring with a single to left that
brought in freshman catcher Adam
Shea.
Senior second baseman Erik
Koettker then came up and singled
to left, bringing in sophomore cen-
ter fielder Mark Campell to give
the Billikens a 6-3 lead.
The final run crossed the plate
when Panther freshman pitcher
Mike Larson uncorked a wild pitch
to score Pheney.
The Billikens jumped on the
Panthers (20-25 overall, 9-9 in the
Ohio Valley Conference) early. In
the top of the first with one and
runners on first and second,
Billiken junior designated hitter
Brett Bredensteiner belted a three-
run homer to left center to put the
Billikens up 3-0.
The Panthers did come back
with one in the bottom of the first
as sophomore center fielder Sean
Lyons drilled a double to right cen-
ter, and was brought in on a sacri-
fice fly by junior left fielder Josh
Zink.
Eastern made the score 3-2 in the
bottom of the third on senior catch-
er Nolan Lofgren’s fifth homer of
the year, a shot to left center.
The Panthers had a chance to
take the lead in the fourth, having
runners on second and third with
nobody out, but the next three
Panther batters popped out.
Eastern had a similar situation in
the bottom of the sixth, with run-
ners on second and third and one
out. Lyons hit a hard grounder that
Billiken junior shortstop Ryan
Hirsch made a play on, and threw
home to get Panther sophomore
catcher Ryan Bridgewater out at
the plate.
The Panthers starting freshman
pitcher Matt Gage took the loss for
the Eastern, dropping his record to
0-2. In 5 1/3 innings he gave up
two hits – one was a three-run
homer and the other a solo shot.
“Matt pitched a great game,”
Schmitz said.
Offensively, the Panthers were
led by Lofgren, who went 4-for-5
and drove in one run.
“Most of my hits were with two
strikes, and I just tried to get the
ball in play,” Lofgren said.
Junior first baseman Clint
Benhoff also helped the Panthers
offensively, going 3-for-5 on the
day.
Billiken freshman Nick Crocker
took the win, his first of the year. In
six innings pitched, Crocker gave
up three runs on 12 hits.
Sophomore Ben Nelson came in to
get the save for the Billikens, pitch-
ing three innings and giving up no
runs on two hits. 
St. Louis was led offensively by
Bredensteiner, who drove in three
runs.
The Panthers continue play
tomorrow when they travel to
Romeoville, Ill. for a 3 p.m. dou-
bleheader against Lewis University. 
Billikens get revenge with 7-3 victory
CHICAGO (AP) – In a span of five weeks,
Brooks Kieschnick has had two days he’ll
never forget.
The first came March 26, when he was
stunned and saddened to learn he was going to
the minor leagues. The second arrived
Tuesday, when the rookie showed why he felt
he should have been with the Cubs all along.
Kieschnick drove in six runs with two
homers and a single as Chicago continued to
rebound from its 0-14 start by beating the
Montreal Expos 14-8.
“This was definitely fun,” said Kieschnick,
who is batting .317 with three home runs and
10 RBIs as the starting left fielder since being
recalled April 11. “I don’t know if it’s
redemption ... but it feels good to know I can
play up here.” Kieschnick, once considered
the Cubs’ prized prospect, was batting .362 in
exhibition games when he was cut in spring
training. He thought he had made the team,
but manager Jim Riggleman instead chose
Brant Brown, more of a speedy singles hitter.
“That was a crusher,” Kieschnick said.
“I’ve had some downs in my career and that
might have been the biggest. But they were
just doing what they thought they had to do
and it didn’t work out.
And now I’m here ... and that’s all that
counts.” Brown, like the rest of the team,
struggled when pitted against some of the best
pitching in baseball. Kieschnick, meanwhile,
has been part of the club’s renaissance.
The Cubs are 6-4 since setting NL records
for season-starting futility. And they have
been especially good in going 4-1 since
Friday. In those five games, they have scored
37 runs compared to 53 in their first 19
games.
“The Braves and Marlins are putting a lot
of hitters in slumps,” Brian McRae said, refer-
ring to the pitching-rich teams Chicago faced
in its first 10 games. “We’ve said all along
that we’re going to score some runs, and now
we’re doing it.” Aided by winds gusting up to
26 mph, the Expos got two home runs from
Henry Rodriguez and one each from Darrin
Fletcher, Mike Lansing and Shane Andrews. 
Kieschnick helps propel Cubs to victory
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Phi Sigma
Sigma
proudly announces
our new members
Jami Harris
Sandi Lionelle
Anne Calderon
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348-5454
20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza
$1099
Ask for Dipping Sauce on the side
+tax
Large
1 Topping
Pizza
$599+tax
2 Large
1 Topping
Pizzas
$1099+tax
Free Pepperoncini’s - Just Ask
Runners up shine during respective seasons
By JOSH HARBECK
Sports editor
Although the Athlete of the Year award
can only go to one person, that does not mean
the winner is the only one deserving of con-
sideration. There are other
women athletes such as
these who have had years
at Eastern worthy of
recognition.
Take for instance Tracie
Strother, who ended up in
second place behind
senior Jen Cherveny in the
voting with 76 points.
Strother, a sophomore
on the women’s soccer
team, helped the Lady Panthers to a 9-0 start
and a 12-4 regular-season finish in the pro-
gram’s second year of existence. And she
was doing what she did best – scoring.
At one point in the season, Strother led the
entire country in goals scored, and ended up
14th in the nation with 20 goals. She led the
team and the Missouri Valley Conference
with 32 total points.
She holds the school record for points and
goals in a season, and has tied the school
record for goals in a game with four. 
However, with the success of the team,
Strother said individual numbers get pushed
aside.
“Our season was going so well as a team
you really don’t think about the individual
performances,” Strother said.
After the season, Strother was named to
several awards teams including Third Team
All-Great Lakes Region, First Team All-
MVC and First Team Academic All-MVC.
“I think I’ve gotten a lot of awards this
year that kind of shocked me,” she said.
But she has also helped the team in areas
not measured by statistics.
Strother is a team captain on a team con-
sisting of mainly freshmen and sophomores.
Volleyball star Vanessa Wells (third, 58
points) has also shown excellence in compe-
tition.
As a junior, Wells broke the Eastern career
records for both kills (1,257) and digs
(1,393).
She has been a team captain for the past
two years, and has helped her team to the
conference finals in the last two seasons.
After this year, Wells was named to the
GTE/Cosita Academic All-American in
region five as well as being a first-team All-
Ohio Valley Conference selection.
Junior forward Barbora Garbova (fourth,
28 points) has come through for the Lady
Panthers basketball team, as she led the
squad in scoring for the third consecutive
season with over 16 points per game.
Garbova started every contest for Eastern,
and was a second-team all-conference selec-
tion in Eastern’s first season in the OVC.
Track athlete Tisha Alvarez (fifth, 17
points) had an interesting season, as she com-
peted in only the outdoor portion of the track
schedule. She had used up her eligibility for
the indoor season, but stayed on with the
team as a coach and to keep in shape for the
outdoor season.
Among the accomplishments in Alvarez’s
career are the Eastern records in the indoor
20-pound weight throw and the outdoor
record for the hammer throw.
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Even though senior wrestler Matt Hughes
won the Athlete of the Year voting with 97
points, there were four other athletes who
received consideration for
their performances.
Coming in second place
in the voting was senior
cross country/track star
Justin Weiss, who received
76 points. 
Weiss led Eastern to the
conference championships
in cross country, indoor
track and outdoor track.
“It’s been a struggle with
the injuries and everything, but the guys have
been there for me the whole year,” Weiss
said.
Weiss was the top Panther finisher at the
Ohio Valley Conference cross country meet,
and finished second overall in the meet.
In the outdoor track season, Weiss was rid-
den with injuries. He went to the University
of Alabama relays and ran the 5,000 in 15:02,
which according to coach John McInerney is
not near what he is capable of doing.
The run at Alabama even aggravated his
injury more, but Weiss was still able to run
the 5,000 meter at the conference meet.
“I just told him that him being out there
would be a boost to the team,” McInerney
said. “He had to spend a lot of time in the
water so he could compete in this meet.”
Even though Weiss was running when he
was 80 percent healthy, he stayed with the
leaders, and ended up in fourth place with a
time of 15:07.
Junior quarterback Mike Simpson took
third place in the voting, compiling 28 points.
Simpson led the Panthers all the way to the
I-AA playoffs, where they lost to Northern
Iowa 21-14.
Simpson started all 11 games, completing
163 passes for a total of 1,987 yards.
He had a passing percentage of .660 and
threw for 19 touchdowns. Rushing yards
included, Simpson had 2,055 total yards and
22 touchdowns, an average of two per game. 
In his first game as a Panther, Simpson
helped Eastern defeat Western Michigan. He
completed 24 of 35 passes for 321 yards and
four touchdowns. 
Junior basketball forward Rich Kaye,
came in fourth place with 17 points. Kaye
was named to the Second Team All-Ohio
Valley Conference and was the team’s most
valuable player.
He averaged 16.8 points per game, good
enough for first on the team and sixth in the
OVC. He was also number one on the team
with 2.0 steals per game, which was good
enough for third in the OVC.
Kaye had a season-high 34 points in
Eastern’s 92-69 victory over Southeast
Missouri on March 22. 
Senior wrestler Dave Pena took fifth place
in the voting with 16 points. Even though he
missed approximately 20 matches at the
beginning of the year, he was still able to fin-
ish in eighth place in his third appearance at
nationals, and was an All-American for the
first time.
Pena went 21-6 on the year and had a
career record of 95-28.
Strother among
those who also 
made an impact
Weiss, Simpson
vital to their
teams’ success
Tracie Strother Justin Weiss
“It was a frustration point when
he hurt his ankle against Purdue
and it just wouldn’t heal,”
McCausland said. “He forced him-
self to come back.”
In February, Hughes became the
first Panther to ever compete in the
National Wrestling Coaches
Association All-Star Classic. At
the tourney, Hughes faced No. 5
ranked Tony Robie from Edinboro
where he lost 8-4.
From that point on, Hughes went
without a loss heading into the
NCAA West Regional, and for the
second time he took first place at
158 pounds. 
He defeated Marquette’s Dan
Zirbel by a score of 17-6 to
advance to the NCAA National
Championships for the second year
in a row.
At the championships, Hughes
compiled a 5-3 record en route to
his fifth-place finish in the nation,
along with earning All-America
status for the second time in his
two year career as a Panther. As a
junior he finished eighth and was
the first All-American since Marty
Molina (177) took sixth place and
finished with All-America status in
1988-89.
Hughes is only the second
Panther wrestler to earn the honor
more than once – Geno Savegnago
(190) did it four times from 1979-
82.
Coming into the season, Hughes
did not focus on individual goals,
but more so on the team.
“I wanted the team to have a bet-
ter season (than last year) and I was
hoping for a 7-3 finish and to rank
in the top 20,” Hughes said. 
Prior to coming to Eastern,
Hughes was a two-time junior col-
lege All-American, first at
Belleville Area College and then at
Lincoln.
Hughes will stay on next year as
an assistant coach, and
McCausland is looking forward to
it.
“He’s just a tremendous influ-
ence and I’m excited that he’s
going to be here next year,”
McCausland said. 
Hughes is also looking forward
to next year and contributing to a
successful season.
“My goal is to have about five
guys go to nationals,” Hughes said.
“We have a great coaching staff
and it’s very well possible.”
HUGHES from page 12
she scored 40 runs, once again, a school
record. Cherveny also lays claim to having
the most stolen bases in a season, as she stole
26 last year. She said the stolen bases are
most significant to her.
“I would have to say that when I came here
the thing I wanted to do was set the stolen
base record,” Cherveny said.
Going in to this season, she held the record
for highest career batting average at Eastern,
with an average of .378. She also holds the
career record for runs scored (103), hits
(193), and stole bases (59).
Cherveny said her experience and develop-
ment as a hitter were her main contributions
to the team this season.
“As one of three seniors, I feel as if I’ve
been a leader on the team,” Cherveny said.
“My hitting has come around, hitting away as
opposed to just bunt or slapping.”
Fox said she saw an overall improvement
in Cherveny’s play this season, but said her
defense has been a definite strong point.
“I think she’s improved in everything,”
Fox said. “Defensively she’s improved in her
quickness to the ball. Offensively she’s had a
great year. She’s been a very intelligent hitter
for us.
“I think if I have to pick one thing that she
improved on, it would be defense,” Fox said.
“She’s made some great plays, and saved
some big innings for us.”
As her career draws to a close, Cherveny is
looking toward the OVC conference tourney,
hoping to make it memorable.
“As far as having a great moment, we’re
still in the season and the OVC tournament is
coming up,” she said. “I’d like to win the
OVC tournament and go on. So, hopefully
my greatest moment has yet to come.”
CHERVENY from page 12
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Athletes of the Year
SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Photo editor
Athletes of the Year Matt Hughes and Jen Cherveny are not only well represented by their respective statistics but also have the
respect as leaders from their teammates. 
The Daily Eastern News sports
staff voted on the Athletes of the
Year Sunday, placing five athletes
on their ballots.  Different point
values were given to each vote
according to the following scale:
1st place vote - 20 pts, 2nd - 15
pts, 3rd - 11 pts, 4th - 8 pts, 5th -
6 pts.
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
There are many Panther athletes who, over the
course of the year, proved how valuable they
were to the team, but none proved their worth
more than senior wrestler Matt Hughes, who has
been named the Daily Eastern News’ Male
Athlete of the Year.
“He made a steady progress at all times, and
that is what you like to see,” head wrestling
coach Ralph McCausland said. “His work ethic is
something you try to instill in all your athletes.”
As a senior, he compiled a 39-4 record in the
158 pound category. The 39 wins this year were
the fifth-most single season wins in Panther his-
tory. In only two years at Eastern after transfer-
ring from Lincoln Community College, Hughes
compiled an 80-15 career record. Last year he
claimed the fourth slot for most wins in a season
with 41.
“I tried to play as big of a role as I could and
do as much as I could do,” Hughes said.
When the season began this year, Hughes was
ranked No. 5 in the nation by Amateur Wrestling
News, and at one point climbed as high as No. 3,
behind No. 1 ranked Joe Williams from Iowa and
No. 2 Ernest Benion from Illinois.
After rolling along for the first part of the sea-
son, Hughes injured his ankle against Purdue in
mid-January, but did not allow it to put a damper
on his season.
Wrestler Matt Hughes
overcomes injury,
propels Panther squad
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Jen Cherveny, a senior on the Eastern softball
team, was voted the Daily Eastern News’ Female
Athlete of the Year – and the announcement came
as a surprise to her.
“I am very excited and honored,” Cherveny
said. “I hadn’t even thought of it.”
Softball head coach Stephanie Fox was pleased
with the announcement and felt Cherveny was
deserving of the honor.
“I’m excited for Jen,” Fox said. “Often, spring
athletes are cheated in a way. I’m glad to see that
didn’t happen this time. I think she truly deserves
the award. I think she’s one of the best softball
players at Eastern, ever.”
Cherveny received the Athlete of the Year for
helping lead a team, predominantly made up of
freshman and sophomores, to second place in its
first year in the Ohio Valley Conference.
She leads the Lady Panthers at the plate as the
team enters the conference tournament with a
.402 batting average. She has a team high 172
hits this year in 179 trips to the plate, also a team
high. She leads the team in runs scored with 39,
and is tied for second in RBI with 21.
Cherveny’s speed on the base paths has netted
her a team-high 20 stolen bases in 25 attempts,
providing an example for the team’s younger
speedsters to follow.
Cherveny already holds several school records,
and is within range of breaking some of those
that she has set.
In 1995, she set the record for most at bats in a
season at 201. Also in 1995, Cherveny had 75
hits to break another record. The following year,
■ Runners up in Athletes of the Year voting also have strong seasons
Stories page 11
■  Baseball team drops home game against St. Louis
Story page 10 
■ Softball team ends season with doubleheader at Evansville
Story page 10
See CHERVENY page 11
Slugger Jen Cherveny
finishes Eastern career
with numerous records
See HUGHES page 11
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Studen~ credits single parenting 
group -with her academic success 
By LASONYA HARRIS 
Staff writer 
support. 
In fact he spent a day in jail because of 
his failure to come up with the money for 
When Jeanine Follen came to Eastern his child. Now, he wants visitation rights. 
in 1995, she said her first stop was the Follert said she feel safe letting her 
Counseling Center. Jeanine kne~ she daughter around her father without her 
needed help. supervision. 
She is a single mother and said she Although it was just one day, Follen 
realized she could need someone to help· said if 'he does not continue the agree-
her watch her daughter Allison if she was ments with the court, he could find him-
to be able to attend class, study. work and self back in jail. 
take part in college activities. "He's been out of my life for so long, 
Follert, a senior journalism major. said now he's back with this situation," she 
her situation is not as complex as some ,...said-. 
other single p~ as far as bills, proper Follen said that she does not want to 
child care and stte\s, but she. can relate to go through the courts to agree on visita-
the issues a great deal. Therefore she tion rights for the father. They will seek 
decided to become involved in the Single counseling first and try to figure out the 
Parent Support Group on campus. problems at hand. 
Katherine Townsend, a graduate stu- ··Allison's best interests are my main 
dent psyc.t.ology major, is organizer and concern," she said. 
futilitator of the Single Parent Support Follen said she knows she is lucky. As 
Group. The group was s tarted this a teenager, she was not very close to her 
semes~ to help parents have time to dis- parents. Like many teeps, her struggle for 
c uss their concerns with parenting, independence took a different tum when 
school and stress. Townsend said she she became pregnant. 
tries to prpvide the p;uents with ·•1 think it was because I was always 
resources available in the community. running from the problems in my house-
" I think the program is beneficia! to ho)d," Follen said. 
everyone who is involved.~' Follen said. .J.....Aithough. her parents offered to help. 
"I have been active in the program ever rSh~ said she feels very sorry for teen par-
since I arrived to Eastern with AJiison." v ents who are not offered help from their 
Although Follert said her parenting families. 
experience has been an enlightenment. Townsend said she wishes Eastern 
the issue of child support is beginning to could be more supportive of the program. 
darken her sunny skies. She has had to "I have benefited from the program 
push to get Allison's father to pay child rnrself," she said. "I have been on this 
IDE MASAYUKIIStaffpbotograpber 
The Kaskaskia River Dancers perform at the Cross County Mall in Manoon April 26. 
campus close to two years and I have yet 
. to see an article featured in the Daily 
Eastern News," said Townsend. 
Townsend said there are I I members 
in the program, 10 women and one man. 
Follert said there are plenty of single par-
ents on this campus and they should 
come out and support the program. 
"When I got here I did not know a sin-
gle person. but I wanted to meet women 
'and men who are in similar situations 
like me." Foil en said. 
The prog1am's meetings are confiden-
tial, but single parents issues are not a 
secret to anyone, according to TQwnsend. 
Townsend said she has no regrets at 
getting the program sl3rted. she said the 
members, including herself are placed in 
a good atmosphere. 
"If only tbe campus could just 
acknowledge o~hievements. I would 
bepuch happier;· she said. 
Theatre group gives inte~se, moving performance· 
AMY M. KOZY/ Pboto Editor 
Bryan Thomson. an Indigo ~r. bows in t~final seeN of the groiiP's performance of "Fences" in the 
DoUdna FiN! An.t Playroom April 24. 
By CHRISTINE STARR 
Editor-in-chief 
Indigo. EaMern·, African Ameril·an theatre 'oc1et~. per: 
fom1cd "Fences" April 24 in the ~Fme An.., Playroom. 
The play. written by August Wilson and directed by Jua!l!.~ , 
Bennett was performed for three night!> by a cast of '>C\Cil of 
Indigo' actors. 
Although. only 10 it'> econd year as a theJtrc group. lnd1go 
presemcd a unique \ersion of the play. \\ rought '"llh emotion 
· The lead chamcter. Tro) Max!>on. pluycd by Jason Streeter. rl> 
stubborn .. hardworl.ing man who is \OCal about his 'ie\\:. on 
life. His wife, Rose. played by Athena Wall-er. ,.., a pauenL but 
l>trong woman. capable of handling anything Tro)' can dbh out. 
The play begins with Troy and hi good friend Jim Bono diS-
cussing their day at work. Troy conrinues on to reveal his years 
as a baseball player in the :-Jegro League:.. Enrly on. it i' clear 
that Troy is a man of trong opinion. This 1 e\ idcnt by hil> long 
stories of his life experiences. ' 
As the play continues. we see that Troy is at odds with his 
son's dream of becoming a football player. It appears that he 
does not respect this dream and begins efforts to sabotage 
Corey's plans. H~ing only had the opportunity to play basebaJI 
in the Negro League:.. Troy seems to be biner about his son's 
chances of a football scholarship. Wilson continues to use the 
metaphor of baseball at several points to i lJus~ the play's 
Colttinutd on pag~ sewn 
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Cult~ural interaction ~an benefi!~ everyonr 
, 
B~· AMY M. KOZY 
Staff writer 
I' ve lost count of the surprised 
too~ r ve gotten after telling pe~ 
pie I work for Minorit> Today. The 
unspoken s tatement is 
"BuL.buL .. but..you·re WHITE." 
Well. no kidding. Doe 11 matter? 
PQ:t:ftlr-<1; 
I grew up in a fairly diverse suburb. and went 
to schools that mirrored that. Most of my friends 
were white. mjddle-class and Christian. but not 
a ll of them 'were. I was lucky enough to be 
exposed to a wide variety of people. Intolerance 
shocked me. • 
I believe the flrst time I was ever exposed to 
prejudice was when I heard of some boys in my 
second- or third- grade elKS (I'm not sure when, 
exactly) making fun of a boy ·who had cerebral 
palsy. He was just as intelligent as the rest of the 
kids. but his legs were crooked and he had a 
slow, uneven way of walking. They weren' t call-
ing him names or even mocking him to his face, 
just imitating his walk. but in a cruel way that I 
just didn't understand. 
At that time. I knew that different could be 
··bad" because everyone wanted to fit in, but I 
didn't understand how someone could be held 
accountable for things that were beyond their 
control. 
I remember being a little jealous of the black 
girls in my classes because they could wear lots 
of braids in their hair. and I could only wear two. 
1 also remember debating with a black girl in my 
first or second grade class over whether black or 
white babieS were cuter. All of this was before I 
knew whll.l prejudice~ was. I judged "bad'' and 
"good" based on the person's actions. 
There was another time when I was in high 
school when one of my friends. who was black. 
was discussing a particular s inging group she 
liked wilh another friend of hers. I said I'd never 
heard of the group and they told me that it wasn't 
my kind of music. which surprised me because I 
didn't tell them what kind·of music I usually lis-
tened to. I looked at the picture on the cover of 
the tape. and realized that they may have said it 
wasn' t my kind of music because the group was 
all black. I realized that white. middle class. su~ 
urbanites like myself could also be the victims of 
misunderstanding. • 
In my time at Minority Today, I've goQe to 
photograph assignments and found myself to 1>e 
the only white person in the room. There have 
been times when rve felt like the "token" white 
girl in a s ituatjon and have felt the need to 
explain that " Really. people in a majority group 
can work for a minority publication and do a 
good job of it." 
My o ne qualifie r i that 
women arc sometimes consid-
ered a mtnority. even though we 
make u p around 52<ir of the 
world population. 
When people ask me why m 
the world I would want to won.. 
for a publication that seemmgly 
has nothing to do with my own 
culture. I usually say something about only hav-
jng time to work for a monthly and how 1 wanted 
to Lry ·something different. I see no reason why 
someone in the majority can't cover minority 
events, since people in the minority cover events 
that cater to the majority. Kate Slovinski, a• the-
atre major here at Eastern, told me that ,she 
thought denying someone a panicular role based 
on their race is equivalent to denying that person 
a chance to understand the other iace. By cover-
ing events that have to do with people outside my 
own group, I am teaming about the world outside 
my own little fishbowl. 
In my four years at Eastern. I've seen 
increased efforts toward a more diverse campus. 
The Daily Eastern News seems to be covering 
more minority- related events. an African-
American theatre group has been formed and in 
1995 we actually had a black homecoming king.' 
Eastefl'l and Charleston are fairly homogeneous 
communities. Sometimes it's difficult to find any-
one who is a little different from you. But they 
are there and I don'tjust mean people of different 
races. There are students at this university from 
all over the world. from a wide variety of back-
grounds. who fit into a wide variety of social 
groups. Since college isn't just about what is 
learned in the classroom. I have a suggestion~ 
actually. a challenge. to those who will still be 
here after I've graduated. 
D,p something different. 
Join a club that seems interesting, even if you 
don' t know anyone in it. Try a new -sport that 
looks like fun. even if don't think you are a natu-
ral athlete. As the commercial says, there is an I 
alhJete in all of us. Go to an event you've never 
been to before. Even better. read a book you 
don't ha'Ye to read for c lass. Head--overto the 
Music depanment some afternoon and «mend a 
student recital. Or. talk to that guy in your class 
who seems to keep to himself. Still waters do run 
deep. · 
The point is, limiting the range of your exj,eri-
ences is like putting a fence around your mind 
and never opening the gate. You'll never know 
what's out th~Wltil you go have a look. 
., ' ··.·. ~ .' ~ 
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P,rofessor to retire after 31 -years 
By D'AVID PEREZ ' 
S1~tT writer • 
• hi~ retirement by working hard for the student.-
an\lde and outside the cla.\sroom." 
Biulug) profe"or Jacm to ~1;&rttncl will reurc 
from Eastern alter .\I ~ear~ lht" l.t) and hi 
lnenth and a"<Ktate' .. ~ud hl· ha' made mam cun-
Junes ac.kleU that shi-&biah he will he mis-.ed bv 
man~ of the student!> he ~ helped thr,>ugh the 
)eUr.i. 
tnhuthlll' 111 the unt\Cr'll'. · 
Hmn <Ill ,\ucu't ln .• 1'140 til Cllmmercc. Tt!'\. 
\l.ulm~:~ ,, .. , illlttalh dtalled into mthlar. ,cr.tcc 
in lllt1~ \\l!fl' hi.' \\;;, ·•"•:encll ttl lhl' Pr~n:nll\C 
\1\:Jtclnl! 01\ ''wn In the L .S \rill) Dlspcn,an 
"ier\ ICI.' Ill Fun Bit". Tex. Hts uthl.'r nulitary dutJc, 
Included \Cocrcal dtsca'c control, tood & water 
'anttauon. and 10\CCt (l<!~t monttonng.. 
'You <:".In a I\~; a~' count on his support because he 
c.1re .... " "he 'ii!U.l ··The 'tudcn~ won't realize hO\\ 
much he"d1J until he\ l!One.lDr . .\-tartinez wa ... a 
~tl(ld man who ~.:an.:d." -
R11:hard Fun!.:. wrmer chatr of the Zoology 
Jepartment and a Zooloe) professor said Manmet 
hu" been very dep.!ndable and helpful in hi!> depart · 
men I. 
He n:cei\cd ht\ bachelor~ degree !rom Eas1 
Te'a.' College 10 1962 and hts master.. degree trom 
East Texas Unl\erstt~ 10 1%6. In addiuon he also 
took graduate cour'e' lrom lhe t..n1versity of 
lllinots and Indiana State Unt'ren.tty. 
"He w~ the mos1 reliable and helpful member of 
the depanmenL" Funk :.atd." He \lepped an to help 
out with a number of different departments anti 
'octal events." 
Martanex ~atd he began wort..m~ ar !:astern in 
l%6 as a -;ubstitute tn\lructor HI.' then mo\ed on to 
hcing .1n '"'truc1or 1hc follow mg. year He lx>crune 
an a,.,,..,tant prole~'or 10 197'2 
Patty Rodnquez. former president of LASO and 
a tudent senator. satd Mananez has gtven hts sup· 
port to LASO an whatever way he can. She said 
Martinel is '\Omeone lhe 'tudent~ could always 
COUnl On. 
Johnctta Jones. darcctor ol ~hnurit\ AtTatrs. -.aid 
Martinet·, pre~ence at l:.a\lcrn h~' been \er) 
important. 
··J .C. ha" made a "aluablc comnbuuon to the stu-
dentl. espectally 1n 1he la.,t 'evcral year~ to 1he 
Latino Amcncan Student OrganaLation." Jones 
':ud ... , k ha' ~dAt~~"tiQfJ' u\tt ~ Oflhe 
lll0\1 sohd organtzauons on campu!.. He deserved 
"J.C. ha~ alway-; been there to help when you 
need him He wants us to be independent and gUide 
u~ down the right path." 'he satd. " He is alway ... 
wlihng 10 help out with spectal events and financial 
'upport. He 1s generally concerned aboul us and 
want!. to ~ee us succeed. He's there for us 10 fall 
back on." 
I 
Contoversial book gives 
urg~~t message on 
L.A urban-gang life 
By CHRISTINE STARR 
Editor-m-chief 
He de !=rtbes the South San 
Gabriel cction of Los Angeles. 
9wherein he .. pem the remainder 
"Ah, ay., Running'' b) Lu1s ol hi!> you1h) as barren and face-
Rodgriuez (Curbstone Press less. 
1993) 1s an autobiography of 1he He writes . "The Hill" \\.ere 
author's youth in Los Ang.elc~ made up of tiny house~ patched 
Juring. the 1960's and 1970's and 1og:ether b y weathere d wood. 
recollections of his own gang chicken wire and creaking porch-
iO\olvcment there. es ... Cada,·ef!. of rusted caT\ tilled 
The book hegins with an intro- up } ell owed yard<;. Torn sofas. 
ducuon of the author 's life wtth broken lamps and threadles!. ores 
h1s fami ly. made up of his \\lie were c; lrewo abou1 in \•acant 
Trini. and two son. Ruben and lots." 
Ramiro. Rodriguez. 42. currently As the book continues. 
lives 10 the Humboldt Park are& Rodriguez chronicles hi!. bcgin-
otChicago. ning experiences (al about age 
Reflecti ng on hi s troubles II) with Chicano gangs of the 
wilh his teenage son. Ramtro. area. He write 1hat 1he gangs 
(for whom 1he book is "a gtft" began as clubs or ··cJicas" in 
for) he describes the growmg which the_youngCfucanos in his 
distance f>etWe~·m ~-.¥~~utd-~~nce and . 
son and nis- son---~ .etpertences "imporumd. Ae etaborares on his. 
with gangs at Roberto Clemente increasing involvement. writing 
High School. The school is noted " ... we wove something out of the 
for its problems with gangs and threads of nothing." 
one of the nation' s highest But, unfortunately for 
dropout rates, according to the Rodriguez. his parents' struggle 
author. to provide for the family left him 
'lbt book's story is one racked lonely and isolated. Eventually, 
with pain. anxiety and despera· his problems with more violent 
tion. But Rodgriguez is skilled at gangs, forced him out of his 
using his time with the reader mother's bouse. He finally made 
well. He fills each page to burst· his home in his parents' garage. 
ing with vivid imagery, using Finding a typewriter in the 
poetic descriptions that capture garage, he then began to write, 
the emotion in his memories, writing poems and journals of 
while presenting the graphic bru- his life in the barrio. Later, he 
tality of gang life. But, he is is made friends at a local youth 
not, one to glorify gang life. center, which very graduaJiy 
As the reader, we get the sense helped tum his life around. In 
that young Luis is constantly high scbool, he became involved 
searching for something, never in a Latino cultural organization. 
fuUy satisfied with his life, yet Soon, he began efforts to help 
unable to find an exit that wiH improve the violence between 
lead him out. In fact, the first tbe gangs of the area. And 
chapier starts with the words although stiiJ a gang member, he 
"This memory begins with continued with these efforts, 
flight." Rodriguez continues on hoping to relate to the members 
with this metaphor to describe more easily. But the distance 
his memory of his family's move between he and his friends 
to Los Angeles from Mexico. increa.sed. 
He then follows with his early The tension mounted until be 
experiences in school and his was approached by several of. his 
parents' slnlggles to fmd work. "vatos", his fellow gang mem-
ber~. Rodnguez describes 1he 
incident vmdl). Narrowly escap-
ing death. he later comes to real-
ILe hi' meantngless wiJh. t}l~ 
gang In pcrhap~. one of the best 
passages of the book. he writes 
of 1his reuh7aiton and astonish-
ment a.' he concluded that his life 
meant nothing •• the men he 
thought of a' brothers. 
Rodrig uez ' book i a needed 
nnrrauve..&)l the desperate lives of 
many o l today·s urban youth. 
But. it bas been critictzed for its 
descriptions of sex, drugs and 
violence. A story in tbe ChicogfJ 
Tribune on Nov. 7 stated that 
two high school in Rockford. 
Ill. and Kalamazoo. Mich. have 
banned &.tte book from their 
library shelves or have refused to 
purchase the book bec.ause of 
potentially harmful content. 
However •. the article also states 
that severai ... Chicago high 
schools have already used lhe 
book as part of their required 
reading lists. 
Despite cont.IJ)versy surround-
ing the book. I believe 
Rodriguez' honest depiction of 
the sadness and meaningless of 
gang life is important. It is 
important. because it is real. lt 
shows the horrors of a lifestyle 
that attracts too many of today's 
youth. By presenting the ugly 
face of gang life, Rodgriguez' 
book may be able to prevent oth-
ers from choosing this same path 
that eventually lead him to 
now hen:. 
--· - - . 
Movie captures essence 
of tejano singer's life 
es·u·~ BGC-to host 
Ma_hogany Awards 
By TIFFANY MCKENZIE 
Staff writer 
The 1997 Mahogany Awards 
will be held a1 7 p.m. May 3 in 
the Unive~ity Ballroom of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
BSU will also be make spe-
cial presentations to persons who 
have exhibited extraordinary 
leadership skills in their effort to 
help minority students. Two 
applicants will be presented The 
Minority Leadership Award for 
their demonstration of leadership 
abilities. 
Entertainment for the awards 
is sponsored by The Black 
( 
Greek Council. The African-
American Heritage Council. The 
Office of Vice-President Student 
Affairs and University Board. 
Comedian Corey Holcomb. who 
has appeared on Russell 
Simmons Def Comedy Jam and 
was winner of the 1995 Miller 
Comedy Search Award wiJI also 
perform. 
Also at the awards. R.M.C. & 
DA TWENZ. Rap artists from 
Chicago, will perform. R.M.S 
& DA TWENZ performed at 
Eastern's Cultural Fest this 
spring. 
Admission is free and refresh-
ments and appetizers wtll be 
served. ; 
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AMY M. KOzy/ Pbot«1 Editor 
(Right/ Smdents cmn•erse at the /me motional 
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AMY M. KOZY/Pboto Editor 
Members oft1re Unity Gospel Fellowship Choir lift their voices in 
song. 
. . 
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mE MASAYUKII starr ·~ 
Tawanda Lawrence, winner oftlu! 1997 Miss Black EIV Pagetllll, hugs an audi~nce 
member Feb.22 in the Grand Ballroom of the Manin Lulher King Jr. University 
~~ . 
( 
\. 
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Chet Piotrowski 
Staff Photographer 
Donna Cuisit1 i,\ crcJwned /996 
Ht)mecoming Qua u at the amw-
of cormrat ion cerr mony iu 
M~:A(ec gym 
• 
. I
.. 
ANNA BETZELBERGER Staff photographer 
Right to left: Aaron Gerlach a graduate swdent, teachers certification, Karina Efmom ino a gradu-
ate psychology student. and Chris tina Hardin, a sophom,ore speech communication major talk 
about their lives and relationships in a workshop ca/I~Marriges'' earlier this ~mester. 
ANNA BETZELBERGERI 
Staff Photographer 
Students wa lk in t he Hait i 
Connection walk-a-thon held ear-
lier this month. 
• 
-
.. 
\. 
JASON JONES/Staff photographer 
Members of Iota Phi Theta fraternity step high in the 
annual Homecoming Step Show. 
.· 
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Student to direCt LASO pla·y for f811 semester 
. . 
AMY M. KOZY/Pboto Editor 
A}oll.\"11 Balderas perj'on11s ·us Rundall in the Theatre Depanmelll's recellt production of "Sicn" Dan{'(' on 
the Killiflg Grounds" Mar. 27 
Student-.faculty nientoring program 
working to retain minority stude11ts 
By LESLEY R. CHINN 
Features editor 
1dentify '' uh. Thi!-. per;uaded her to pantcipate in 
the mentonng program. 
.. ngela Coker. m) adviser. ha.., been m} first 
A ne\\ mentoring program Jt Ea:.tern b helping contact '' 1th an AI ncan- Amencan faculty member 
minority .;tudenb find a connecuon wuh minorit) at Eastern." -.he ..,a1d. 
facul() on campu~. Edward' sau.l the program 1s her !>Upport group 
The Eastern Connection Mcntorin~ Prograln. away from home and H helped her ove1come her · 
which' began this -pring. wa' dc-.igncJ for Eastern'-; shyne'is. 
African-American. '' ith the future hope' of reach· "lt'o; a diffcrenc~ between seeing the person 
ing..otu'fo otJttr~ of'<.triO\tsrulrural bacl..~rduM-.. ::' C\'eryltay \Cf'us tal~ng with th~ on the phone." 
An!!ela Coker. an academic ad\ bor and founder :.he :.aid. · 
of the program. said the program ho!)\!s to establish 11 Student\ '' ho "ould like to join Lhe program. 
a relationship with facuh} and ' tudents b) ~~tab- may contact Coker "t the Minority A IT airs. Office or 
lish1ng mentor!. to enhance academic and career through the program's "Insight. Program." The 
achievement. \\hich ma} lead to graduate 'tudies. "ln!-.ighl'> Program" i' a di'ICU~sion group ol rl:ully 
mtemships and job-.. a'nd !.tudem-.. The group meets every Thur~day 
Coker s:.ud the idea for the program originated from 6 p.m. I \) 8 p. m. at the Afro-Amencan 
last -;emester. ba,ed o n her O\\ n research of Cultural Center. 
African- American .,tudcm~· experiences on pre- Coker ~aid the "Insights Program" discussions 
dommately wh.ite institutions. include topin relating to the African-American 
·-rve found that African-Americnn siUdent~ have communuy. Some past di. cussion!: bave been on 
a lower per istence of academic achie'·~mcnt at teenage pregnancy. smgle pa renting and racism 
predominateJy white in tiwtions than at bl~ck insti- among black .. 
tutions,'' she said. She added that students may attend the discus-
Coker said he had wanted to start a program to sion group without being involved in the mentoring 
help African-American students identify and con- progml}l-- -
nect with someone while attending predominately 
white institutions. She presented the ide~ to 
Johnena Jones. director of Minority Affairs. who 
helped provide funds to start the program at 
Eastern. 
Erica Edwards, a junior accounting major, said 
she needed someone on 'the professional level to 
B;lJAVID PEREZ 
Stall \Hiler 
A member ut the Latino 
1\ men can Student Organ II Jlltln 
'Uid ~ ts \\orkmg on adapttng .r 
pia) to~ Jhe group to ~rhmn tn 
the lall. 
Alon\o Balder"'· a 
.. eniM theatre mator lrllm 
Chtcai!O s:~id he i-. "til dtrcct the 
John Lcgu1zamo .pia~ "Sptc-0-
Rama" for LASO. 
Balderas has been a theater 
major for ~ years and ~.:lid he 
hopes to get teacher certtlica-
uon. so he can conunuc m the 
English and Theater department. 
"I did lillie Shakespenan 
plays in grammar school and I 
enJO)ed them ... he said. "l didn't 
do any theater tn high 'chool 
because the Chicago public 
!ochool .. ystem didn't ha\le the 
fund ... ~o the} put on onl} two 
pla)S in my \\hole four yeal"> ot 
high school. .. 
Along with teaching. he 
satd he is !poking to do 
vmceover' work in commercials 
and canoon ... 
Baldcra'~ rcccntl~ performed 
the lc;ad tn Ea ... tcrn·, Th~atrc 
Jcpartmcnt produ.:twn ul "~If\." 
Oann• ''"tit~· Ktllinl! <iround .. 
Randdl. th,• ".:hara\.;tcr, 
Balder.,, pla~~·d •~ ,, .:t11nplc' 
~hanH:tcr '' ho '' a ~.·hild b) 
1\illUfl..' OUI itO .tliUit hy hi' 
action' Bald.:ra,., ,,uJ he.' tJcntt·. 
tied "nh ht' character lr,,m h" 
o" n pa"t C\.pt'rH!ncc.,. He 'ard 
hi!. mo'l memor:thlc perfor-
mance ''a' hts 'ho\\ or cmouon 
ru. he goes from 'arcn .. m to com-
plete 'adne'" and anger. 
Baldcra' added that he would 
like to 'cc the department 1)\!r· 
form mmonty-\\ nnen playo;. 
·· I "l'·h we could do more 
pia)' ccntcnng on Launo,. but u 
realh doe,n't bother me."' 
Baldt~ra-. -.aid. "Whoc,cr ,.., the 
be-.t actor or the ~'t per,on for 
a parucular part should get 11." 
Photo courtesy of ~A.S.O. 
Actor Edward James Olmos signs autograplis at the Voz de Ia 
Alianl.ll IAtino/o Estudiantil Leadership Conference allended by 
Eastern s Latino American Stud~nt Organi<JI~ion at Nonllern Illinois 
University. 
MinOrity enrollment do~n for first' time this ye~r 
By AMY M. KOZY 
Staff editor 
Despite new recruianent strategies and a new scholarships, Eastern's minority enroll-
ment was doWn during the 1996-97 school year fortbe first time in 10 years. 
But. according to Dale Wolf, dirtttor of ad.Jltissions. the drop is in percentage. not 
actual numbers. Wolf said since the student body grew by almost 200 students this past 
year, the number of minority students only looks small in comparisoa. 
Wolf said this year there were 795 students in a racial minority on campus. The previ-
ous year there were 830 minority students. The total number of students jumped to 9863 
this year, up from 9608 last year. 
"This is something where-you get a sharp increase in application, but the point is 
whether they show up on campus," Jones said. ' 'It's almost like a guessing game until the 
tenth day of fall semester." . 
Jones s~id the un.iversi~ bas begun rec~iting more aggressivel~ this year ~s 
begun havmg bus tnps to 1ntroduce prospective students to the campus. Two trips were 
held this year to recruit prospective black students from Chicago and East St. Louis. A 
third trip was planned in cooperation with the Latino American Student Organization, 
but was cancelled. However, LASO membeTS participated in a reception held by Eastern 
at Kennedy-King High School in Chicago 
---
This year, there were 21 Native American students on campus, up from last year's 
total of 16. In addition, there were 528 black students, 160 Hispanic students, 86 
Asian/Pacific Islanders and 1 17 international students from various countries. 
Wolf added that over the past 10 years. there has been a 41 .7% increase in minority 
emoUment. He also said that EIU bas the second highest minority retention and gradua-
tion rate of all Dlinois public universities, ranked only behind the University of lllinois. 
Students who ~cipated in the bus trips arrived on a Friday and stayed overnight in 
Greek Court so they could interact with current students. Wolf said about half of the stu-
dents from the first trip said they definitely wanted to come to Eastern. 
W?lf also said new scholarships ~ve bee~ added specifically for minority students. • 
PreVJously, there were no scholarships that hsted being part of a minority g.roup as a 
n:quirement for eligibility. 
Johoetta Jones, director of Minority Affairs, said there has been a 17% increase in 
applicJtions from African-American students for next year. But there is no way of know-
ina bow many people will actually enroll until the semester begins. 
. ...... · ... ........... : . ... · .. . 
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. Mercedes Lynn De Uriante, an associar.e prof~sor at "How many times have you seen oo rbe Di&hdy news. 
cops barging into a ~ to c:ap1Ure a black person and 
arresting them for drugs," she said. · 
• 
the University of Texas in ~. spoke about her view 
that many cultural stereotype~ originated by the 
medja. The spe~ch was sponsored by the Journalism 
department and the Minority Affairs office 
During the speech, Unarte suessej the i'mportance of 
scrutinizing the .media today. 
She added that these images lead to misconception. . 
"If the Media ,which doesn't show you that according '\ 
to statistics 2'i'il- of drug charg~s are filed against Blacks 
"The more that is left oot (infonnation) the more you 
are short changed to govern wisely," Uriarte said. 
and 19% are filled against Latinos. the public is Jed to 
believe that the main suppliers and buyers of drugs are 
minority which isn't true," she said .. 
Uriarte explained that the development of the 
Associated Press during the" war with Mexico encour-
aged an absence of context which led to stereotypes. 
In addition. Uriarte said in 1994. Henry Lewis and 
Robert Hughes came up with five standards of journalism 
which are still not totally met today. 
'' Newspapers. which were mainly located in the 
Northeastern part of America were far from the war in _ 
Mexico." Uriarte said. '"They needed 'fast news' in order • 
to compete with the newspapers around them." 
The standards they proposed are: truth and comprehen-
sive information 10 content, an equal forum, projection of 
a picture of all groups. full accesses of the days informa-
tion and a diverse range of opinions. 
Uriarte said the need for "fast news" caused cultural 
illiteracy that still prevails today. 
Uriarte believe~ these standards .if met. wiU help bring 
down the amount of cultural literacy that is within this 
country. She added that it is projected that in 30 to 5Q 
years minorities will make up 50% of the nation's popu-
lation ending the theory of majority and minority. 
Mucedes Lynn De Uriarte speaks on media's faults April 
9 in the Library' Lecture Hall 
By RAYMOND L. ARIAGA 
Slaff writer 
During her speech. Uriarte showed examples 
with a s lide show of advertisements from the United 
States placed in Mexican newspapers. Each one showing 
culnlre literacy, Uriarte picked them apart She demon-
strated the ill judgement used in not only trying to sell 
products across the boarder. but in communication. 
"We aJJ have to get to know each other a whole lot bet-
ter." she said. 
About 150 students and faculty filled the Library 
Lecture Hall April 9 to listen to several guest 
speakers for Joumaslism Week. 
Uriarte also said another cause of cultural iJtiteracy is 
the media failure to show the whole story to the general 
public. 
T heat recontinuedfrom page one 
mounting conflict. 
Finally. the tension explodes as Corey confronts his father. h is here that a fight breaks outbetween the 
two and Troy tells Corey that he already has two strikes against bim. He warns him not to "strike out." 
Further in the play. it is discovered that Troy has been having an affair and is expecting a child by the 
woman. He explains to his wife his reasons for the affair. The scene is a very tragic one, as Rose ~bouts 
at Troy, asking· him why he didn't just tum to her. As <Jhe explains her dedication to him, we see h~w 
strong a woman she reaJJy is. Further on in the play. Rose takes the child in as her own. However, this 
adaptation left out a key scene in which Troy receives a phone call, only to learn that the mother has 
died at birth. 
Walker played this scene well. Although her previous scenes did not allow for as much depth, her abil-
ity to effectively stir the audiences emotions in this scene was quite extraordinary. . 
-~ot.-evtCwas commanding, but lacked the variety of emotion Walker used 10 some ~nes. 
His strongest scenes included the physical confrontation..between Troy and Corey and one of the final 
scenes, in which he confronts his own demons. • 
Other very notable performances include Bryan Thomson's portrayal. o~ Gabriel, Troy's. m~n~I_Y 
retarded brother. Through Gabriel's dialogue with Troy we I~ that Troy IS 10 charge of Gabnel s. mili- 1 
tary compensation. resulting from as war wound to the head. This becomes a very deep source of guilt for 
Troy. . . he easil __ ... th . . fro h 
Thomson's performance as Gabriel is very convmcmg. as y nWAes e trans1t1~~ !!!_ ~r 
to sadness several times in the play. His incessant chatter. serves as a backdrop for the nsmg confus1on 
among the characters. · 
At the end of the play. Troy suffers a heart at~ck and. the final scene takes ~l~ce at ~is funeral. 
Although this scene is quite somber. we are le{l w1th a feehng of hope ~ the surviVIng f~ily of Troy 
comes together. Now, with the addition of the young girl. Raynel, (the child from Troy's affa~r who Rose 
took as her ownj we see the start of a new beginning. It seems that aJthough they mourn the death of 
Troy, they are finally able to escape his suffocating grip of love. 
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Boftrd of Trustees secretary 
to speak at third annual 
... minorJty graduation dinner 
-;;. (\ 
By MARIA HERRERA 
Staff writer 
The Minority Affairs office 
will host its third annual 
Minority Graduation 
Recognition Dinner May 9 at 6 
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of 
the Martin Luther King. Jr. 
University Union. 
Claudia Lane, academic advi-
sor for Minority Affairs, said 
she hopes to make this year's 
celebration a success. 
"We have a fantasuc group 
this year, with more than 200 in 
attendance Including over 40 
graduates," Lane safcl. 
Shelly Aoel)(coordinator of 
public information for Eastern, 
said the welcome address will 
be followed by a k:eYJK!le. speech 
given by Nate Anderson, the 
newly elected secretary of 
Eastern's Board of Trustees. 
" Nate was chosen as this 
year's speaker because he is a 
recognized leader in education 
and a role model for the 
African-American students and 
community," Flock: said. 
Director of Minority Affairs 
Johneua Jones, said the theme 
of the dinner w'ill be family eel-
ebration. 
"We will be celebrating the 
success of the ~rudents who are 
getting their diploma!\," Jones 
said . " We don ' t celebrue 
enough, and that's what this wiU 
be: good food. good music, a 
few laughs, and unforgetta~le 
moments." 
ln addition to certificates, the 
graduates will be awarded stoles 
that have been imported from 
Africa. 
Lane said the three different 
kinds of stoles come in different 
colors and are representative of 
African Americans, Asians, and 
Latinos. All will have .the gradu-
ation year '97. 
The food will be an ethnic 
variety, individual and group 
pictures will be taken and music 
wiU be provided. 
Cocktails wiJJ be served at 6 
p.m. and dinner will ed at 
7. Anyone inte ted in attend-
ing sboold go to lair Hall Rm. 
Ill by May 2 to hase tick-
ets. The cost is $ for students 
with a valid nt ID, $13 for 
adults an 8 for children 12 
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T)·-Baby (aka Tyrone Causey}, u singer from Chicago. grabbed the audi-
ence's ouemion toward the end of the show. 
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Julie /erris. a unior speech communications/sociology major. Tim 
Anderson. a f~shmon speech communications major, and Sheri Sto~r. a 
sophomore elementary education major perform a piece about 
mole/female relationships with the EIU speech team. 
Eastern students and 
Charleston High S~hool stu-
dent Lindsay Machqm 4an~e 
to the sounds o) the Latin 
Percussion Ensemble." · 
Wilanda Cannon performs witlr Jnidigo in an excerpt from 
"For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide When the 
Rainbow Was Enough. " 
Tony Artimisi, a junior mJLSic major, performs his part with the Latin Percussion Ensemble. 
The ensemble, which consisted of six mJLSic students, was one of the most popular acts at tM 
Cultu~FesJ . 
